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This Technical Report documents the progress and outcomes of NASA/H0 Stude r '	 i^
	
W
Contract'ALAS W-2752; an eighteen (18) month, in-depth analysis of NASA
	 j
Program Practices. The study is the second, of two conducted by Lockheed Mis-
silos and Space Company, Inc.; the first was undertaken in compliance with a
contract let by NASA MSFC, and represented the initial attem pt to quantify
those practices routinely imposed by NASA upon aerospace contractors, which
are, or have been, causative of significant increases in NASA Space Program Costs.
lvha.le the first study identified, and to the degree possible, quantified
NASA Program Pra.cticesin the four program areas of Specifications, Locurnenta.t.ion, 	 F
NA,'-'A General Contracting Practices, and Program Definition; this second study t.
exam,	 those program areas identified, but not fully investigated in the
previous undertaking. To that end., further analysis was conducted in the Program
Specifications area, and an attempt was made to examine the Program Practices
pursued in the areas of Systems Engineering and Integration ,(SEAT), and Ground
Support Erzzi.pment ,(GSE) In addition, the study provides a preliminary example
of a r_ovel, more fully definitized Work Breakdown Structure, and a qualitative
assessment of the Program Risks believed to be associated Faith the application
of Lot. Cost Practices to PL41SA Space Programs. Both the'TtiBS task, and tl?e
Risk Assessment arose from discovery during the first stt:.dy, and the cor.?firmat-
ion during t'ne early stages of the present study; that
(a) Current NASA WBS definition is insufficient to penrLit the detailed
level of costing necessary to provide Program Managers with insight
into exactly hoT:7 , and where, program dollars are spent.
(b) Program managers have, and still_ do, express concern over the
suspected increment in program risks attendant upon the implem-
entation of Low Cost Program Practices.
During the course of the V1SA/MSFC study-, a Program Effects Relate unship
Handbook Baasproduced in preliminary form. One of the Tasks of this study was
to determine, by NASA/Industry survey, Program vi ar?ageiae 'nt reaction to the
utility and application of such a Handbook. The results of this survey are
treated in the main body of 'the report. The results outcomes of all study tasks
have been documented by :Tilngineering Memoranda (0114s), released as each Mask was
,. completed. A11 of these his form the tee of the Appendix to this Volume, and
they appear as they were written, in the informal style agreed as adequate by
NASA.
`	 LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY, INC.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
This study has been performed for _N,_SA/HQ under -the auspices and direction
of the_MASA/HQ Low Cost Systems Office. in the continuing NASA drive toward F
effective, Low Cost Space Programs, the Lo gy Cost, Systems Office (LCSO)
monitored the study conducted under contract to NASA/MSFC closely, To a
considerable degree, the investigation of Pr o9 	 Practices, and the , orr;:l at,ion
of lower cost alternates for the historical prac tices, depends upon the
existence of adequate program records d.escr-11_ptive of historical practices. i
In some cases, for instance the invest'i 'gation of -the Cast &,: Practices aspects
meritof SF^I, and GSE, resulted in the conclusion that data a.rs^ insufficient to 	 ^
<. further inquiry into the suojects. In yet another case, the desire of NASA/HQ
LCSO to verify Costs and Practices reported by another Government Agency, gave
rase to a task of this study (Task 1) . The completion of the MSs'C funded study
ciiLmir.ated in the production of a Program Effects Relationship(s) Hsi-ndbook, a.
hence a. task of this study was to deterrrd.ne  by NASA/Industry Survey-- the degree :a
of acceptance and utility of such a p-rog-ra=n estimating tool. Thus, the study
continues some tasks begun in the MSFC study, "ampli fi.es them, and .furnishes
results. Those tasks new to this study, and of specific interest to LCSO'
have been pursued to the degree believed profitable, and ?where curtailment has
proved necessary due to lack of data to, continue a. given task; such a condition
has been reported to LCSO. ?,SCO- has issued re-direction of effort as necessax•y,
and as suggested by DISC. This Technical Re port represents the study effort,
both as originally envisioned and as re-directed, .f
1
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1.1. STUDY BACKGROUND
This study covers the period June 1974 to December 1975, and as originally
t.
planned had four (4) major tasks
Task 1	 The compilation of Program/Cost Data Banks for the LMSCI spacecraft w
program P 71-2., and other ?'LISA & DoD Space Programs,r z
Task 2	 Tile conduct of Lora Cost Program Practices analysis in five (5) areas
,r
of program technical interest; (l) Specifications, (2) Systems Engin-
eering K	 Integration (S CI),	 (3) Ground Support Egt .-orrie-it (GSF), (4)
Program Work Breakdown Structures (UTBS ), (5) Program Risk versus Low
Cost Practices assessment. {
Task 3	 Generation; data	 of value to NASA, for inclusion in a forthcoming NIASA
Cost Prograt Pract-issued series of guidelines and instructions on ,Lo ra	 r it
I• ices (NASA Implementation Directives)
Task Lt	 The conduct of a _vASI? and Indust°ry Survey to determine reactions to :Low
r
.^
Cost Methodology, and to determine the potential acceptance, and utility
of a PER Handbook; whose format and content would emphasize the use of
Low Cost PERs when planning NASA space programs on a Low Cost basis:
The 'background giving rise to'these tasks, and the subsequent -7e-direction  of
the study due to the curtailriert of two (2',' of those tasks is as follocrs
1.1.1. Task 1 Background: At the outset of this study (approx 	 July 19710 A
US1,F SA14SO issued a series of digests in the aerospace industry technical Jour -
nals in which the claim was made that the USAF space vehicle test ` (STP) f
program Was cost effective/low cost. NASA/HQ,', LC SO was interested in obtaining
details of the program prac..tices employed bir USAF Which; permitted thi s claa_ra
Alto bee made. As one of the USAF -orograms discussed in the published information
was the DISC program P- 71-2, LCSO requested that this program be included in
the study; as part of Task 1. There were two reasons for the re questldirectitie: :+
'	 (1) Comparison of methods and costs of USAF programs vs 1^ 1ASA programs. r
(`2) Low Cost Hardware used for the P '71-2 program could be de scribed for
•
inclusion in.the IAtASA Catalog of
	 `standard Hardware (CASH),^kvailable
I
Which was in the process of compilation under LSO auspices.
In addition to the data for the P 71-2 program LCSO requested similar data for ''i
LUSC programs P-50, and P-95. DISC applied for USAF permission to release
1- 2
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dat.a,but due to the classified nature of both of these programs, the permis-
sionwas denied. However the P 71-2 programmatic data was compiled and
furnished to the LCSO in the form of three (3) EMs, R4 LCPP -7, which dealt,
with the hardware disclosure, was delivered to LCSO separately. and hence is
not included in this report, nor are	 LCP'P-10, the P 71-2 Cost Anal-
vsis, and LCPP-11, the P 1-2 Low Cost Practices Analysis. All_ of these D.
were delivered to LCSO as they were completed, and both #10 & ,#ll are included J;
in the Appendix to this re port. The overview of the information these two EMS
ccntain is treated subsequently' in Section 5 following, as is the subject of
the study Data Bank.
1.1.2. Background, Task 2 This tank encompassed -five (5) areas of technical
analysis. The first, which was n%ncerned with specifications imposed by NASA.
for space prograa-as,' had its origi ns in the LCSO desire to explore further
the costdriving aspects of specifications. which had been investigated in l
some depth during the course of the earlier MSFC study. The outcomes of this
portion of task 2 are included, together with the _highlights of the analysis,
as Section 3 of this report. The second area of analysis was concerned with the -
general category of Systems Integration and the even more loosely defined discip -
line of System Engineering (SEMI), While no detailed investigation of this
subject was undertaken during the course of the M-Sr C study, cu rsory examina-tion
of the cost category revealed that the costs _acquired under this heading varied
'	 from program to program,' from contractor to contractor, and the overall cost
' breakdowns were neither detailed, nor understandable . LCSO believed that an
investigation of the SE&I area of interest would Furnish some insight into
?:,earns of effecting cost sa-%rings to programs. Even less detailed information
exists for the GSE aspects of program costing. The usual practice has been to
lump all GSE costs under a very general- category, with no further breakdown as
to costs, or disposition of the GSE after programs have been completed. LCSO
thus approved the LMSC recommendation that this area merited investigation.
Details of the outcomes of these studies are to be found in' Sections 6 ?r 7
of this reoort;. One of the difficulties ` besetting both the MSEC study, and
this study	 has been the scarcit;^ of detailed program 	 atic cost data, Although
Work Breakdown' Structures 01BS) have been employed as a` cost `acquisition/cost, - s
tracki.ng reportin-, tool, they have seldom contained sufficient detailed task
data to permit either valid inquiry	 into what program activity has been tinder-- "^
1-3
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taken for some given level of activity funding, or what detailed work cost
how much money. If it cannot be demonstrated that program costs per lan.it task
are of some given order, then it is not possible to Estimate with any accuracy
the savings to be derived from the implementation of low cost practices. The
" New Look, WBS" task was proposed and undertaken to afford insight into such
an area of interests, and the description of the task and its results are con- r`
tai.ned in Section 8 of this report, as well. as EM LCPP-17, which furnishes•
details	 and is contained in the Appendix.  The Pr ogr	 Ri<,k versus Low Cost;
•'	
am
Practices assessment was undertaken as a, ta.sk  arising from NASA Industry concern
over possible increases in program risk attendant upon the institution of Lora
Cost Program Practices. The concern of both blASA and Industry space program man-
agers with the potential risks associated viith the adoption of Low Cost Program
pra.cu1ces, was voiced by almost all of the personnel interviewed during the
r
course of
	
Task 1t;,` the PER 'Survey. Chronologically, Task L preceeded the accoinnlish-
ment of the 5th of the technical inquiries; ho Twever since the concern over risk
was so widespread as rejrea.led by -the Pr_, . Survey , -this area of technical intere st
was accorded as detailed a_ au@ itatise treatment; as the availa.bilityy of data
on the subject permitted. 	 The resiults of the qualitative risk analysis are
summarized in Section 9 of this report. and EM ICPP--15 , included in the Appendix,
furnishes details.
1.1-3• :Task -3 Background:	 By agreement with NASA/11,Q LCSO this task consisted
of the veneration of a series of guidelines, and instructions on the subject
• of Lo-.,,j Cost Methodology in general, and Lora Cost Program Practices in particular.
These were to be used by HA in	 the preparat ion of Implementation D:irertives.
Implementation directives is a generic term for 'those official doc , ments concerned
with Lora Costs. As such,these directives are e^)ected to form the subject matter
of either Policy Directives, Mf-magemrnt Instructions, or both. For this reason
the LMSC data/guidelines/instructions 	 are e^2.mples only, and are not included
in the appendix to this. Technical Re port. An Ei1I, LCPP-18 has been pre,paxed con-,° >>
raining these examples, however, and this BM has been delivered to NASA/BSZ sap- I
a` ately ;.ry
l.l.h. Task L Background A+ the c^.ose of the NISzC prior srlxds
	Li^iSC prearedP	 J	 o
.k
;
an d delivered to NAS_"-_ H
	
copies o? a/	 p	 preliminary; P	 stand' ook. 1^7s ma,r be I !
f Po
j
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,.	 defined as an estimatin- device for program managers which shows the relation- 1'
shin of a given program practice, to program costs. Costs of customary pract- I:
i.ees,were contrasted with Loci Cost Program alternate Practices. In order to
publicize the existence to this
	
.^	 y
	 programmatic tool, and to not
 on1,, improve i
the content of the handbook, but also gain ideas into what other PER.S mi ht #;
be of value to N_kSA and industry program planners, and managers, a PE, Survey
was undertaken. The extent of this survey, the modus operandi for conducting it
'the foi7galuestionnaireq	 prepared by UMSC	 for completion by the persons inter- ^.k
viewed, and the outcomes of it, all are summarized in Section L of this report.
Details of the survey, and an example of the questionnaire form the subject #'
matter of EM U',PP-12, which is :included in the Appendix. {
1,2. Study Goals:	 The major goal of the study was to evolve by various means .
alternate program practi ces for ` NASA space programs, which, when implemented, A
would effect financial savings when cons i dered versus custt.omary practices
which haveproved to be cost drivers. The general goal had :.Four subsidiaur
objectives as follows: M
('1) D[ investigation, determine the cost impact of currant N.A.-SA. practicses
app_Led to hardware procurement , 	development/qual-
ification upon program costs at aerospace contractors. Such investig- i	 a.
ation was believed to be valuable in the identification of significant {
cost trends, and the determination of overal program cost-1 effects,.
(2) .B-l- analysis of space programs historical data, or equivalent data/
proposals for near future programs, s pecific program procedures, or
contrac tor-reg ,.drements changes causative of program cost, reductions
could be identified.
(3) Determixnation of the cost reduction impEf tit of Low Cost Practices	 by
means of historical data comparisons, or by a process of lorXical
estimation. Such data were to be displayed in a manner desi-ned to a^
fac'ili tale cost effective decisions for 1'utu_re space pro grams. by
management personnel.
(1) Prenaration of specimen	 documents, such as re-written versions of
selected specifications. Such documents,st-,led
	 to accomodate Low
Cost methodology, and its implementation, cou ld then be imposed by
1`.1.54 on future space programs, with appreciable cost benefits as the
result. 1-s
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1,3 • Study Scope: The span of the study was eighteen months, from June 19'74
and the final report was to be prepareduntil Deremeber 1975,	 ,.	 ..paced in the last month
of the study.
The tasks of the study were 4 in number, as shown in the task outline 	 appear- a
ing on Page 1-2. Task 2, the analysis of specifications, had five (5) sub
tasks which are discussed as to pertinence and backgro:uzd 	 in Section 1.1. ;r
All tasks were completed, and the outcomes were documented in a series of 19
Engineering Memoranda, LCPP•-2 thy, ough LCPP-19. ,Co pies of all of these memos
were delivered to i\LkSA as thei r were generated, 'and further copies of the series
appear in the Appendix to this technical report, with two (2) exceptions.,
EM LCPP-' 7, 'and EM LCPP -18. These two 711s had no 	 direct bearing- on the outcomes
of the LCPP analysis tasks as such,for reasons stated in Section 1.1. and
were therefore excluded from the Appendix„
1.4. Study Guidelines and Assumptions: One 'assumption was made, ' which pertained ?
throughout -the shady, and six gui:deli.nes were proposed to NASA,/HQ. who concurred
with these propositions. These are listed as follows:
1.4.1. Assumpti on; In al.l cases 1.975 technoloZy has been ass-imed adequate forj
implementation of improved, cost effective program practices, evol:ved:, as outcomes
I
of the study.
1,4.2. Gtaidelines:
1.) .2.1. Cosh impact areas selected for the study em phasis analyses will be
those mutually agread,	 potentially profitable in terms of evolution of cost
,.	 , •	 bar LMSC and NASA	 2.effective prac ^ic^^, 	 Nr
l.)A.2.2. Spacecraft technology changes,'	 will not be considered to influence
the basic program practices under investigation.
1.4.2.3. The study will  consider only un-manned, automated s pacecraft prog_y"'Ims.
(This guideline was IIASA Its directed)
1,)a.2.4, .Data prepared during the previous MSPC study, to be used for a starting
point for the current s Ludy .
1, ,2.5. Those areas believed to possess the highest cost-sev.ino potential
wi ll form the emphasis areas of this study. `*
1 .4.2.6. `Data to facilitate the new analysis areas of S .nil r10 GSE are ° to be
furnished by NSA, as are specifics Lion-tree lis`,ings. Other data
if 	 Dataavailable fr. otn such sources as the Library of Congress Sc i.en't-,'
to be used, as, and where, pertjnent.
f ^l
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ySECTION 2
S L11MA RY OF STUDY RESULTS
2.1. Study Results by Task:	 Each of the sixteen (16) FiMs included in the
Appendix to this ;report furnishes Conclusions and reconmendatior_s concerning
the subject addxessed by tree, ,.. Further, each sect i on of this report sets-
forth the outc orries of the
	 -asks perforrr,.:14' during the study. To facilitate
understanding of the entire study task as a whole, this section 2 includes a
a very brief overview of the stu:dG,r tasks, and the major conclusions to be
drawn when consic= erip_g not only the -L-asks themselves,; but the study as a. whole,
2.1„1a Task 1 Overrieii:
	
This task was undertaken di. in, 	 a period of roughly the
first eight, (8) months of the program, and was divided into two (2) parts.
Part 1 consisted of amassing a complete tec'nical description of the space-
craft and its subsystems. In addition to -the	 .-..-aY_nical performance description,
and data sheets descripti v^; of the componerztti used, sketches and dra,Grings of the
major components were compiled from prograxn origi.na.ls .	 All of this rmaterial was
compiled into an EK giving the complete program history of the program, and,
.in two appendices Appendi-<; A:; & B,furnished Pro-ram Flight Data Reports, and
Component Data Summa-vies. The main body of the E'M was voluminous, ct)nsistir_g of
202 handwritten, but full- r legible pagan; and Appendices A Rr D consisted of
65 and 173 handwritten pa-res respectively.s e	 1	 ^	 pAs ^It1S_	 nTi^n..^l to obtain 	 component
data as soon as possible for inclusion. into CASH, and the pare count was so large.,
the COR a-reed to accept both the EK and the Appendices in handwritten state.
By ftu: Cher agreement, since the program had	 accla. i.>n as Low Got ,, and used
Low Cost Program Practices in part 	 the EM was delivered early, and does not app-
ear in the Appendix to this volume.
	 Informa-tion from the COR stated -I hat the H4
was satisfactory as delivered (Marchch 1.975) . The entire package iras 2,,M, LOPP-7 .
7__ 2 r cover d ^, e Pro^zam Cost ~Analysis,Part 2 of the analysis of this pro-ram P
	
-	 -`Y	 rr ^	 sQ
and the Program Prue ti F c_3 aria Lysis` 	 Two separate ET^Is were written to cover
these aspects of the analysis tas_:.; R,1 1  LCPP--10 for the Cost Analysis, 'issued
r ^ j 197	 and -3 LCPP •-11 issued on the same date, covering the Program Practices
analysis.'
I r. ~brief, the cost analysis was compiled from the progran summaries, but with the
additional feature that non- sec-ar-rin; costs were se gregated from'rec:zrring cos "o.
2-1
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for unit and operating costa cate g ories; and the second feattir. e of importance :-
?dithin the subsystem costs, se-rogation was carried down to the "black-box"
or -major assembly level to provide as much fun tional detail as possible.
The program Practice's Study for P 71-2	 sho;aea that high equipment, and design in-
heritance from one program to another contributes a major cost advantage, and
c —.nvrasted 3 Loo Cost Practices in nonrecurring costs -versus their coriplpnenta1-y
high cost practices. A similar means o f contrasting cost was empicyed in the unit
recurring cost area. Disregarding the cost savings due- tc> high inheritar_ce,
analysis s	 at	 nod	 f	 althe	 ` ^hciaed _., least, ^_;:, o_ Tot^...^ Pro-ran Costs (TPC) could have been
SIXTed by implement,^!,ion of recom; ended Lo-v, , Cost Fractices
	 (For details see Apndx)
-?.^.2, Task • .	 O^rerv:ze^i:
	 `^;^:2	 is task mad be considered as the main Technical -:x
dna.lys s portion of the LCPP study. As stated earlier in this report, it consisted
of 5 technical areas of interest: :.
o Specifications Analysis	 ... EMs 2 ,3,4,5, 6
 13,, lh, 16._ 3
o S,-Ste-as lntegratic.t? and 'Enginearno (SFcI) Analysis. FI 8.
Ground Support isgtifFmen t- ((NSF) Analys e s	 7,M1' h^
o Program 14ork Breakdown Structure (!a S) ^mal.y :i ,sir_ 17
o Program  Risk versus Low Cost Practices Assessment .., F4 1.5,
The  snecifications analysis carried on throughout the program, -with t= he
first, tasIm oein- completed, and the Res descr bir-	 them delivered du`in- the
3st 3 months of the program (I121is 2,3,x;,5 ?e 6) , At that time a review of the ,)r on,
ram was made by NASA/1HQ	 and the decision was taken that farther analysis in depth
should be undertaken in the areas of MIL-•D-1000, MIL STD 8,10D & 11IL-STD -883 A
whi ch cover Engineering Drawings '_ Lists, Entrirorn.ental mesa Lae thods, and :-
Test Methods for T•licrocircu is respectively. 	 MZL-D-1000 was oompletel y re-
written in a Low Cost version, and a draft of the re-write was	 LL-nished to
NASA/HQ
	
at the occasion of the Au-ust 20 COR's visit to Li4S1V. An D,r (L.C^PP-20) was
written to cover the new version of the specifi cation ° i.tsel f , and D'Is 13,	 c11^
were issued at the end of the month ; the first being details of the analysis which
ca tri.buted to the re-write of the doci.-rrent, and the second being an Im plement tt-
ion bomJnentxryr . The final specificatior analysis or t're two test oriented dorurients
was completed during the month of .September, and delivGx-j of the >=.r,	 ?1i-16j
was made' during the ea= ly part of October 75.
2-2
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The Systems Engineering & Inte gra:tion	 Analysis was under taL;en durinG
the carpe phase of the pr.00ram, except thai, the EM describing the task was not
issued until the month of April, approx 9-10 months after the actual contrast
start. As the data search progressed during the first 5-6 months o'f the contr-
' act; i t became apparent that data in a suitable form for cost impact analysis
ofdid	 s	 t	 r^	 --^	 little coirmonalit^-	 under_c;-	 nol^  er.^... ^,	 and that con-c_ :eto^	 ^o-contract^^r, li_ 	 ^	 ^'
standin- of what the cost cafe-or-y implies appeal's evinced on past progrpi:s.
For s x.Z1ar reasons the cost ouantification and identifycation of :Lose Cost
:y
Practices was not possible; largely due to the incomplete and inconsistent
record keeping_ in the areas of Progrem Definition, RFP, and TrBS preparation.
i
Some determinations of a General nature Caere possible however, and these appear
in greater detail in Section 6 of this report. as well as in the Ei`'I LCPP -8
contained within the Appen ix`
The la:SE .4nalysi,a (GSE) This task was undertaken in parallel with the SE&.I
analysis. The first step, in the task; progression was to pre pare a. GSE
on-a>>.estions^a; e for circul ation to ^I'SA fi P7•d ^^eriter y and' industry. The question
naire was distributed to I\t_i1SA centers and selected companies within the aero-
sp =ree indust ry as follows:  ETAS A	 Al,, ,S R . C . i GSFC, M-9FC . Industry • Boeing, Corp, ^)
Goneral'Electric Corp, Hughes Aircraft Corp, jet, Prop- ls;on Laborrtories,
-
Fairchild-Hiller Corp, ROA Corp, Philco Corp IKDL, and TR1j,! Corp. Qf these,
onljr
 Hughes Aircraft Corp, IAISFC lTR14	 GSFC/Phi ico, GSFQ/RCA responded., and the
_response was not full in some cases. To augment these data,I111SC provided
questionnaires to both the P 71-2 progx,? ; office and the P-50 program office.
The former did not reply, ` and, the latter responded. The_signirica.nt trend
appevz s to be toward lower GSE costs ; and this end Ls obtained by making m a;rim-
1uii possible use of -the GSE already in possession of contractors, so that high
equi.pm.ent inheritance program-to-prograzr is maintained. The subject is treated
in greater detail in Section 7 of this report, and details arc contained in
full in the EIS LCPP-9 issued May 1 1975, a copl.- of which is in the Appendix..
The VMS mask 	 Due to the pressure of continuing -the tasks of spec:Lficati on
analysis, ',SE&I and GSE analysis, and daci.^mer_t`•ng the outcomes of the P IM
sttr,rey (see Section L), the atart of the `VBS task was deliberately delayed.
Further u forseen deia;: s were occasioned by an accident, i.njuz'y to the APP
program Manager, under whose leaders'-^dp the task was to be conduc t 	end t'-e
e ur_aj.=a lability; of n?rscrinel on g?na1.l^^ sched^:iled to perform the ta g=:. When work
fxi coramenced, '_it was b l?,eTec that the ?iISC version of the CSCSC "techrii.que,'
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CASPE	 a. computerized cost operationac uisi-uion and tracking , vali dated by the^	 q	 ^	 _
USAF; would be acceptable for use. CASPHR provides excellent cost acquisition
and storming capability for work packages traditionally used for WBS operation,,
cohere the cost computations are additive in nature. As the data search progressed,
and the definition of the WBS task was expanded to include fiLnctiona:l disciplines, r
and descer_dino levels of cost detail, it became apparent that the overall
computation, tracking, and re porting of all pro;rim of fort costs was combin-
atorial in nature . THhen all possible permutations of the many combinations of
functional task	 and hardware software production dollar cost ac quisition (
methods was made, the total was of the order of 50,000. CASPER is not sudt=able it
'
to ,handle	 the combinatorial aspects of such a large order of cost allocation
subsets, as the means for allocating costs to such a large number of chargeable il
if
areas is impractical, both from a cost-to-ac quire, and the human problems inher-
ent in logging the 'data.,, aspects. Resolutions fox, these problems, and the _final ;r
scope of the -task, together with its outcomes are detailed in Section 8 of this
report, total detail being contained in EM LCPP-17 included; in the Appendix.
The Risk vs Lo rd Cost Practices Assessment TaskThis task arose from_ the outcome
of the PER Survey which was LC-PP Program Task 4; dPtr '"s   of which are `discussed
in Section L of this report, and are amplified fully in EM LCPP-12 of the
Appendix. One of the major concerns of those personnel. From both NASA and ind-
ustry responding the the PER questionnaire; was the increase in progr am'-	 _	  risk
suspected to result from the implementation of Lora Cost Practices. A survey
a:
of current techniques for assessin g risk revealed that these are of aa	 probabil-
istic natures and considerable data of the prior Derformace'type are required, -
to manipulate and iterate the many tnathemati cal models with any degree of sure-
ty of outcome. Therefore the approach tal-en to the assessment of programmatic
risk implicit in the application of Low Cost Practices was to perform analyses
of each Program Practice qualitatively.	 Data sheets were constructed; a sample
of which a.vpears in Section 9 of this report'. These sheets List, each p, 	 ct .ce,
r	 r	 is . 	 it , 	 trn	 ..shoe the program area impacted by 	 and f. nish an assessment qualitative 1 -y ?
iii -terms of High, Medium, and Low li kelirood of an adverse cast impact " kiSks
are shoran with respect to the classic affects on Performance, Schedule, and Pro-
gram Cost. Fira.l.ly, a Delta Risk assessment is given which shows whether or not x '
application_ of a practice may impart an Increase ., Decrease, or No Change cond- r
1ticll to. the program area(s) impacted.. Outcomes are Qi- Ten in E	 I.CPP-15 included:
in the Appendix, and the highlights are contained in Section L.
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2.2. major Conclusions:
t
2.2.1. General: In addition, to the major conclusions listed below, each section r
of this report ca.r7"ies any recommendations necessary to amplify the contents ;t
of the section. in preparing the several sections o ' the report, illustrations
have been included. These illustrations. whether tables, gra phs, or other
pictorial matter, portray the highlights of the data contained in the Elifs
which furnish the detai is of the study data..
i
2.2.2. Record Keeping-: Throughout both the MS IC prior stud y , and this current ,
study, a major difficulty has been the lack of good historical DETAILED program z'
cost vs performance records.. NASA--imposed record keeping requirements for
aerospace contractors are in dire need of mayor overhaul, if good program -
i
cost visibility is to be achi eved, and maintained thr. ougho ,.zt .future prograns . s
2.2.3.. . ,Spoci f ications : 	 Specifications can, and do drive costs. However, it is `
not so much the affect of any one specification, as the interactive, and cum--
u-1ative affects of the total specification , l "tree", and its subordinate hier-
archy imposed as a routine practice. that contributes to program costs.
.A
2.2.11. SE,&I: Within the aerospace industry and ITT,?S1?, there is no clear, univer-
sal definition of what constitutes SrryI program activity. Reported costs for
such a loosely defined program activity vary considerably, and thers a s no clear
assurance that BIAS'''-_ has received: what was required for the mone^^ spent.
2.2.5. GSE: GSE is poorly reported. as a cosy item, and detailed `cost data are
either unavailable_, non-existent, or both; program-to-program. 'However, from
the data that are available (and as reported by those respondi ng to the CrSE
survey} it may be '-i.nferred. that:
(a) GSE inheritance fro-,,n one procTraxiz to another within contractors'
facilities, can sa,re program costs,
(b) The inheritance operation has 'been, used ,.vith cost effecti%re
results on such progra-ns -as, WTM-73 (JPL-Ldei;ng Corp),
AE"4 (GSp+C-RCA Corp), P.71-2 (USAF S_*-TS0/STP-L14SC)
2.2.6. Prcgram Risk vs Low Cost Practices : From 'he oualit-ati.re listing of
prog_ am risks associ aced with Low Cost -practices i
 it would appear. that Proar an
r-iIanager concern w !
 'h such risks is largely psychological, rather than tangible.
However a valid method of assessing pro gram risks prior to ,program outset is
needed, to promote the adoption of Lola-Cost 'Practices by fttlase'ASA programs,
2-5
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2.2-7. Standard Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) : LNSC believes that a standard
19BS is required for use with AS programs. HoNever, there is a very definite
relationship
 which exists between the level of cost detail acquired/reporte6,
and the complexity, overall coat effectiveness,
	 and practicality of the
v 3
acquistion/recording/reporting process. it is evident that the sheer magnitude A
of the cost acquition and work definition -by pac'wage process, may wall prohibit
its use, from both an ease of handling, and cost viewpoint. What< ' he optimum
Standard ITBS `should be
	 in terms of scope and application 'could not be determined
within the constraints of the schedule and .funds available for this study.`
a
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	 SECTION 3
SPECIFICATION IMPACT ARkLYSIS
,t
3.1 Task Introduction: The specifications task for this study is a logical
continuaii on from the task of similar name which was undertaken for MSPC in
the previous study. Specifications documents, _which by definition are those 	 f
t.	 doolLments setting fe , th program re quirements other than detailed performance
pa.ramieters, tend -to drive program costs. A^apreciable sairi_ngs can be effected
-	
-
if the specifications imposed by NASA are simplified, and reduced to only that
minimum essential for satisfactory program performancebmana ement. Perhaps
among Low Cosh Program practices, specifications imposition is the most simple 	 4
to analyse, and modify; for three reasons:
(1) S-oecifica.tions are imoosed for all NASA programs, and are	 i
o	 e	 me7r	 rvisible to all pro,,_ am pe sonnel concerned.
(2) The psychological attitude of technical personnel toward
specifications is that they are a "Necessary D 1 11.1 11  and
thus any improvement in them, or reduction in their number, 	 V
is desirable.
(3)Whatever costs are driven by a specification, relate directly
to the document. If it is not ini oknd, the costs it implie s
are not incurred, at least to the de gree the specification 7
provides.
3.2. General Outline: The specifications analysis task was to a large degree w
directed by NASAI90. The overall task may be 'divided into three (3) sections
r
as follows :
oAnalyses per orme d d'lri_n the first 7-8 `months of the study
,.
	
	
a
o Analyses completed by the mid-ter7q-xeviei4.
o Analysis completed subse quent to the mid-team review. at which
time, some re-direction of the specifications task was given	 4
by i
Those analyses` falling within the f:1 I st category may be listed as follows:
'Re-f -2 Impact of MIL-D-1000 iJpon Space Programs, ' etc.
EM-3 Cost Benefits derivable from 10 Selected Specs.
I-^ Spe^i.=icat on Ccza ona.lity for 6 Selected i^',AS.^ Programs
3-1
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EM-5 A Plan for a NUS.A. Central Specification Control Office
ENI-6 A Lola Cost Version of NHB 5300.Z,(1B)(Quality Assurance)I
Specification analyses undertaken and completed within the next work cateoozv
are as i'ollows
o A complete re-write of MIL-D-1000 Enaineering Drawings and Lists
Baas made, and copies Caere handed to the Mk31AjuL 00R 4rho visited the' LMSC facil-
ity on May 5/1975. This 4iork was NOT made the subject of an. EM as the decision
was made to issue the specification as a document which could be used by NASA
as wri±ten, if 'NASA so e'lected.( Later, E14 LCPP-•20 number was assigned to the spec)
o`• Du_ri:ng the visit by the COR, DT SA/HQ Reliability/Quality _,slur.-
ance comments to EM- 6 were furnished to LJISC. A<response to these comment's 11
was prepared and mailer'. to THASA/lIq 10` days later, and after the mid-.'ern,
	 f
reew June 18/75, the a,!-6, the pertinent` comments by HQ/QA, and the LtISC 	 4
t aresuanses to those comt:en`t;s were di scussed with 14r. Ceoroe ; ?.%rhite; the NASA
_	 J1
*_'evicr4n310 authority for Re!/QA.
	
i.
Work in t^1v_ thZrd Cate-Or- was undertaken
	
l	 5 as fo lows:	 s
o E14-1; Specification (analysis 19-L-L'-1000 was issixA^': August 2675 	 i
0 F,1-'i-14 Specification' Implementation Comr gen.tary was issued iig "28/7.5.	 f `'
3r,; h of these 7rjv,, s amp: fied the det-jils of tr_e analysis per_ormed to conDlate
the re-write of t1he i ,i_rL -D 1000 s-pecification. and furn.;_si1ee, also sL' g eSte I e-
.i
ans by whic1h the - specifi.cation might be im ­olement,ed within- NASA.
o :-:Ni-16 MIL-STD-810B,	 14IL-STD- 883A , Critical Revie4l & Commen`F,2- r
was written, andd issued •Septeirber 301/197 .
Th4_s 2l was the outcome of the last of the ` speci''ic^ tion 2r_al si s tasks re-
quired by the study cons I.,act, and advanced copies of the completed Fri were
made available to N_aS.' early in C^ctob2r 1Q75.
3..3. Specifications Task, A'ss^.)nrntlons	 Several AsstuaDtions were made to	 1'
facilitate the general s pecifications`-anal-sis.`These are <listed as folio.as:
issue Da CI S: The paStlCUlar SDeGiflCutiC)n Undti" ?ralySlS 1S the latest
current issue in all cases.' However, where previous issues form a Dart of the
snerificaticn/standa.rd as in the case' of _11 1IT y-ST-D-II83_t, all such previous issues
were included in the analysis.
3 .3.2. Sub-Tiers: To the e:d ent possible. pertinent, aal sub-tiers of a :^ia or
Sl`eci ficat-ion were included i n the analySi_S task, and the inTe('%aotiJns were
{ t	 shown. 3-2
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Aspects of Analysis: Tn cases where cost aspects of specifications3-3-3. Cost -c
-	
S
were not readily ident
i
fiable from programmatic data, it was assumed that
ENISC estimates would be acce ptable, provided suitable rationale was included
to re-inforce the validity of such estimates.
3.3-4. Cost-Quotations, & Dollar Savings: Where-er possible, cost information
associated with the sL)ecifications analysis task is expressed in "Percenta-e
	
-ram Costs (Percent 	 Uof Total Prog	  TPC)V 1p,'here dollar figures have been quoted,
i.e,,cost per page of documentation, the dollar values represent those in use
at UASC,
Terminology: As used in the analyis of all specifications examined,
the to  SPEOCIFICATTON denotes any document containin g
 requirements, OTIMT,	 t
	
R1	 programs as aTIM TECHNICAL PER FOR1,1ANCE RL UETERS, routinely imposed an
NASA practice.
3-L. MIL-D-1000, -Engineering Drawin gs Lists; Analyses* D1 .3-ri ng the course
of the MSF 11'
 study, a cursory examination was made of the cost impact on programs
of the three forms, and 10 cate gories of drawing s imposed by M! T -D-1000. At
the outset of the current study NASA/11Q1 e,-­,pressed i nterest in the MIL-D-1000
hierarchy 
of 
specifications, and the 'large sub-tier of documents comnrisin- the
hierarchy. An investigation was made of ti-e specif 4 cation, and the firs' of
a ser i es of EMs was issued on the subject, EM-2 issued JaxraarY 7,1975, further
detailed the preliminary work be gun in the MSFC study, and chart- ed the complete
docrunentation tree showin- the total dependency doctu p.entation,list associated
w i th PlIL-D-1000. Also shown was the fact that i f Form 1, the most costly
 and
complex of the three Forms cited by the specification, is invoked ,  38 sub-tier
documents are al so ini oked. Simi larly, in cases where Form 2 is Specified, 12
sub-tier documents are''involved also. Finally, should Form 3 be specified, only
sub-tier documents are automatically invoked. All of these data were aPplied.,
and based on severpl programs DASC has conducted ,
 a. cost comparison cb-art was
made shorting both drat
	
'.d ng costs 
f
or he t hree Forms, as well as QA costs Assoc-
ie
U
e d with. these-o-rTfts.
 The complete EM appears in the Appendlix. but for easeL
of reference, Fi gure 3-1 is reproduced on Page 3-4 of this report.,
Re-Write: An outcorte of the NA SA Low Cost Sbnci1ications
1committee deliberations was that L-, JTISC should flirnish a Low "Jost version of
the MIL-D-,1000 document, incorporating all sub-tier documentation believedU
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pertinent to such a. Low Cost version. This task request was conveyed to LMSC
by the NASA/HQ COR at the dan 21,1975 meeting at T ,,ISC, and the task was
undertaken. At -the May 25 meetir_g copies of the Low Cost Version were handed
to the COR, and as has been stated, the version was not written as an E"t1I at first.
The intent of the version, and the format ado pted 'or it dictated this decis-
-
r
sion for the following reasons: r
(a) NASA could use it directly for com?aents, and if favorable .react- _ 41
ions were received impose it directllr on programs
(b) The format included rationa.l ae for the changes proposed in the 4 a
restructured docvmer_t, arranged in such a manner, that these i
rationale statements could be excised should NASA wish to impose
the new version immediately.
Although the re-written specification was not given as p EMro., initJ..2.:1l , it
appears in the Appendix, as EIA LOFP=,20, Dec 10/75,only to maintain. continuity.
Essentiall,r, the ne ,ra version shows hors further cost savir_gs beyond those real- y
i.zable bar ;raposi ti on of Form 3 of the ori,inal docrrient, can be effected,
An example of such a savings is the use of. sketched drawings; where the lines
are not ruled, but all dimensions are furnished, sufficient to permit hardware
to be made from the sketch.
3.^ 1..1. PUL-TD-1000 Anal -sis < On Aug?zst 26 a short a'I, LNI LOP P-13 was prepared v
:
to furnish to NASA more details of the me thodoloay used to perform the MIL-D-
1000 re-write task, and the analytical details which emerged during the task.
.`
mhis sub-task was required by the Program S.O.W.
3.4.1.2. MIL-D-1000 Tmplementation Cozuientary: Also required by Ube S.O.W.
- -
^ 	 was a, short commentary -to facilitate implementation of Ube Losj Cost version of
PUL-D-1000. This was pre pared, and transmitted to ' MASA during the last week in V
August 75. This Esc?
.
, LCPPis included in the specifications section os file--14
Appendix.
Anal-rsis °of 10 Selected Cost 'Driving Specifications: 	 34 LCPP ' ;. 'niolu.O?ed
in the Appendix, treated the subject. of Cost Benefits Derivable from Chats szes
.;a
to 10 Selected Cost Driving Specifications. This task arose from a task unde7-
.,
taken diixing the course of the i alSt+ C stud-y which selected 20 specifications,'
and explored the degree to which these s:oecifica.tions drove grog
	 xn costs.
3
f
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The premise was made for thi s
 analysis of the current study,  that 10 of I
the 20 selected cost driving specifications could be 'changed to be more cost I
+r
effective. if changes were made, to what degree could cost savings be realized,
1was the question that the analysis sought to answer.
	
The analysis used two
NASA programs of known low cost as the basis for estimation: 1
(1) MTM-73 (Although his was a APL program, for purposes of the i;;	 v
analysis, it was considered to be similar to any other
program managed by a. field center)
(2) Atmosphere uxplorQr (AE) GFSC and RCA Corp.
The format of the study ana l ysis was to synopsize each of the 10 cost driving
specifications briefly, to permit visibility into programmatic areas impacted
by each driving specification. The next step was to estimate from programmatic
cost data., the costs attributable to each specificytion, Low Cost chan ges wereJ
then prescribed for each of the specifications under study, and finally, the
t
cost savings potential of each of these changes was estimated. Outcomes of this
estinati.on_ process vs the suggested. changes were compiled into a. simple matrix.
To permit visibility into the outcomes, this matrix is reproduced for reader '..
convenience, and appears as Pr ig. 3.2, on Page 3-7.`
3.6. Speci fication Commonality Analysis for 6- Selected NASA Programs: 'This
analysis sub-task of the overall "specifications analysis effort, was com-
pleted in January of 1975. EM LCPP-4 was written to describe the outcomes,
ED1	 z	 o	 the programsand the 'L I t•^a.s' provided to i^?ELBA Jan 16 1,75. T.^ p 	se7.ectera to be stud-
ied in terms of specification commonality were:
(1) Nimbus G.
	 GSFC/General Electric', Co
(2) Atmosphere implorer.
	
GSFC/RCA Corp,
(3) HE AO A/C,	 MSFC/TR;+1 Corp.
Q) Pioneer-Venus. 	 .1RC/11ughes Aircraft Corp.
(5) 1'I M-73.	 JPL/Boeing Corr,.
(6) P 71-2	 USAF/SVYSO/STP...	 Lk1ISC.
The original intention was to select 6 programs, out availability of program
data was such that a JPL program, and the LI SC P 7]_-2, were 'included to make
up the 6, in the absence of NASA data for 6 NASA programs.
3.6.1. Outcomes:	 it became obvious earl:,;;- in the analysis that very little com-
monality existed among specifications, program-to-program, each program tending
3-6
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COST-DRIVING NYM-73	 I ATMOS EXPL'R II ALL VALUES LISTED ARE IN PERCENT TPC
COSTS
REPORT'BS
SAVINGS
EST'D,
CGS* S
r	 1'T .1i
S!01INGS
PST MAJOR COST REDUCING CHANGE APPLIED (ASSUMED)SPECIFICATIONINVOKED/APPLIED
33%
L
38 Eliminate Parts Population Prediction. Use dynami
ITT5300.14(lA) Rel. 1.2 0.8 1.3 0. 8 simulation. Eliminate Reliability Demonstration.
52- 55`o
Delete Formal MR.B Rqmt. Substitute informal MRB.
Simplify Mgmt System. Reduce Reporting. Delete
NHB 5300. 4) (1B) Qu.31 2,5 1.2 2.2 1.0 O.C.Curves. Simplify Inspection Instructions.
47;^ 35 Inspect at Highest Possible Level. Use Double
NHB 5300.?^(1G)'Tns p 3.8 2.0 3.1 2.0 Sampling. Minimize Insp'n points in process.
6 Eliminate NASA ceitif''n for contractor solderers46
z
-75
& inspectors. Approve process/training only.-
NHB	 O0. ^ ^3A Solde l; 1 0.8 Update spec to include latest illustrati ons.
33"O' ^5- Eliminate this General S pecification. Detail
N11B 6000.1(lA) Pkg' 0,15 0,1 0.2 0.15' R mts in S.O.W. per mandatory minimum.
Test 15^ 16 Limit Life Testing. Limit Rgmts for XRay-Tests.
MIL-STD-883 Methods 7.9 6,6 6 1 Limit' Test Repetitions. Specify Mi-mima not Max"a.
Config'n 43 25 Eliminate Batch Traceability. Elim. Mat'1 Certs.
NPC.500 .1' Mgmt. 0.35 0.2 0.8 .6 Simplify numbering- & Codes. Apply only for > _SLC,f	 ^,	 T^ Y	 Y	 3_	 _
Envir'l 56;u Eliminate Thermal Vac at syst level. Apply at
,,	 Test.MIL-STD-8108 3_.2 1.It 3.9 6V- 5 box lvl.14inimize Test Repetitions. Limit duration
Interch I 1 50`% 4Oo Limit to Programs with several S/C. Std'ze
MIL-I-8500 0.2 - 0.1 0.2 0,1 parts & components. Use Std Desi gns as possible.n	 p
Eng .DVigs ^ 0 0,.v Reduce Form call out frm Form 2 to Form 3.
&ILists
MIL-D-1000 6,8
x.08 6.60
Limit No-. of Copies. Simplify OA & Insp Rgmts
Spec	 on ry o n	 o
Program Costs 27.50
^^
X17.23 27.75, 1-'
3
'	
Percent Savin. s due to Changes
^	 New, Reduced Percentage of TPC .Pot, 1ti al JS,r?^, ^ ?^ 63-2M ^ 10 611 `I'^2 . 3_1im
Program Contractor/Center Assurance Costs %TFC.
NVM-73 Boeing/JPL 6.1
AE RCA/GSFC 3.1
Pio.Venus HAC/ARC 5.5 (est. pro,, current)
Nimbus G GEC/GSFC 6.2
HEAO TRW/MSF- 6.0 (est	 prog current)
P71--2 L14SC/USAF 5.1 
OSO-I HAC%GSFC 5.6
ATS-F Fairchild/GSF'C 8.4
LMSC Flex-Rib'
antenna.`
a3
A.
RJ
A
j
x	 .3
i
•	 }	 is	
..^
to "Go its own way s' with respect to the specifications imposed upon the
program contractor. Cost :implications were difficult, to determine with, any
accuracy, with one exception. in the area of Product Assurance, sufficient
general cost data were available to permit the estimation of assurance costs 	 t
f;
as a percentage of the to'ial program costs. Therefore, a simple commonality
Matrix for the specifications was constructed, and this appears as a three 	 r
page tabulation in the EM, and together with this, a tabulation of assurance
costs was provided. To this cost tabulation of assurance estimates Caere added
verbal_ estimates from MS!Y , and ARC,concerning their on-going programs, and ,
since these do not have the advantage of "All costs are in" credibility, 	 i
costs for OSO-I, and kTS-F programs were added. This cost tabulation ;appears
.i
below: 3
Some reccomendations were made in the E`1, two of wh--ch'wave`rise to other
tasks within the overall specification analysis portion of 1tud-,.r Task :2 .
these two are:
(1,) Revise the NHB 5300.4 (1B) 2c (1C) Quality Assurance inspection
Sri
Spe ci::icatlons .
(2) Plan, and lnstitut.aiSr^ Cent, vpeCJ fit t'ii0 'S C ontrol Office
The `^1rSV 2'eCv^3,.rwndat-iGn or"	 ;vd	 j_o= (i	 d,ti._ Sec Tilt f{J".'f-
1
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ed the basis for 	 (Per information received prom the
	 ' SA/i.o, Cm, at
the -May 5th meeting, ItIASA is proceeding with the institution of a Central
Specification Control 0 "f ice .)
x
3.7 A Plan for 'A NASA Central Specifications Control Office (OSCO)
3.7.1. Analysis Overvietia: 	 rJsing
 from the specifications Commonality
u plan was undertaken to indicate to NASA/R), t	 -fhe need	 `"o::^-! ce,.or such an I
and a method by which such might be instituted. The F4 written to describe
t;
this planning; was in two 'Darts. The first part depicted the current state of
affairs in both NSA and the DoD, and showed the relationship of DJASA to
the NASA and Tri-Services Review BoarO, highlighting  the fact that WS_^-_
Sains very little advantage from particivation in the Hoard. The specification
release, and modification system was graphically' illustrated. In part two,
functions of the CSCO were outlined by an illustration of a functional flora
diagram. In addition to the function flow di a-ram, a ,ra'Phical representation
of the aims and object :-yes of the CSCO was presented, together with the system-
ic process of the office. and a deta-iled multi- path work flow diagram. The
systemic logic underlyin g
 the functions, and work- processes, was described.
and all ol' these planning data were incorporated i n F4 LC'P-5 issued April
10/75. Much of the planning data included in the F1•1 is gra phical in nature,
and for sake of brevity is not included here. as the 'EM, is :part of the Appendi_t.
Ho wever, a diaflrarm of the systemic process is shown as 'Fi lxrn 3.3. gage 3•-10,
to facilitate understand i ng of the operation of the proposed CSCO.
3.8 Critical Q.naiysis	 Corunentax°fit, i RB 5300.4(lB) : As originally envisioned,
the objective' of this task was to re-write _9B 5300.L(lB), combining within the
re-written version, the main elements of N11B 5300.4(1C) so that a composite
document embodying both Quality Engineering, and Inspection Services would rres-'
ult. Discussion with the NASAIM., COR in January of 1975 a,ael ded this task to
combine the main elements of both the -existing doci lnents, b-.rtL instead ; of re-
:Jelling them, a detailed commentai-y with recommendations for chant-es was to be
the task output. The docl'.ments are arranged by chapter's, and within the chapters
paragraphs are Ordered in numerical Sequence-. Each paragraph has a loiter des-
i natoz ;preceeding the numeral: viz:- 0 1 -,anter 5, 1B5O?. Procurement, Documer_ts.
The apjoroach to the task was to analyse the contents o= the docurzents Para-7raph *'
Q-9
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l-by-paragraph, giving the current statement of the paragraphs in an "TS"
column, and a "To Be ll column in which the recommended'chano^es, and the ration-
Ale supporting them are given. This approach resulted in a tabulation of 14 pas 	 19
in length, an excerpt of :which is furnished below
'Chapter Its 'Xiosw 	 Chanter "To Se''
1.701 Inspection el: Tes t 	 13701: Alain, - the statements are eneral in
Pl ?_, i ng :; Sets forth the aimL nature. They state what is required of the	 .?
and intents of the Inspe-ct-	 cont^actor, not what	 ic~^	 ,	 i ssequired as spsci f.^it;
ion and Teati= Operations	 activity by his QA personnel/organization.
to be provided by the contra this clause has three actual functions irvolved	
,I
ctor,	 his suppliers.	 (1), Insaection Services, Provides Inspecti,,:n(2) Test Operations. Plans, Executes Tests
(3) De s i gn Engineering: Design sets test t', 
The QA function is again one of surveillance to
determine compliance only, NOT as has been the
case, effectors.
?ecomriend: Delete Paragraph,/ :fie- write to state
^uali'y finite _^urcl. 	 S.	 F;
1P702 . Test Soeci fications :	 1370' . Covers the entire gamut of rgmts.
Covers the provision, and	 Includes rrrvironments, safety, reliability,
preparation of test specs.	 testpa-^a_meters & tolerances, a justments,
States   ;what s •oe c s are ^ o incl r WorF, repair, mainuenance, da^.: recorc-
ude,,
ing and analysis, re-test, and test results
reporting '. Role of Quality is only to assure
than specs generated include such variables.
Recommend: Ze- word to show specific quality-
responsibility only.
7.5703. Inspection and Test 	1E703. The inference can be, and in the ;past`
Procedures.	 has been made, that a contractor's quality 	 ti
Covers the provision of	 organization is to carry out -she activity
.suitable procedures for '	 described as necessary in provision of -these
reg-alation of `these operation) procedures. Uf the 13 -points covered, on],,-
and s,jeci.f'ic instruction of 	 tom 13 Non-conformances is of direct concern0-
-erating personnel assign_e ^ +o QA, The others concern Test Ops t:i elannino,
a 13 point outline of	 Zngwneer];rg, Safety Ergineering, and T si)ect 
cotent reouired.	 ion Services. The ),11 fmction'is to as;3are
rrocedures are  available and contents are
as prescr;aed.'
x ecctnme nd: Deletion, 3r!d relocation
  of ra:r;ts
Wiiin tESt, ispection, &- safety ^docuz-,ents. or
re-write to shot•, specific : k esponsibility.
gII d RAG IS POOR
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The second part of the anal-rsis was an attempt to show casts associated
with Quality Assurance to programs where either N`iR 5300. L1(l3) , (1C) , or
the MoD _duality Specifi cation !•TXL-Q-9858A was full-y implemented during the
program, and some of the economies possible.
h. 'Quality Costs Tabulation was made of some cost statistics on t ypical space
prograi s in the 50-•100 million dollar range, as follot4s :
` i	
• TY Pro=-.y amts	 Cenral Statistics
1. For typical space programs in the 50--100 million dollar range, Quality
Casts range from 7 -11% total program costs (TPC) `. b
2. Quality Costs for t^-pical program: range from 3h-•45% of ^Tanufacturing Costs
range3. Typical Space Pro ;ram Q al.ity Ennineer, ino Costs	 from 23-37' of 3
Total Quality Program Costs.<
Typical Space Program Inspection ,Serv e ces Costs	 range	 from 63-77% of
Quality Program Costs.
'T'^	
ical Ratio, 0ualit	 E	 er	 _	 K	 a	 ._,gip	 ,	 y` ci_nne	 i_n^ (	 ^)	 o ?x^si^ec^.zon. 	 1.3 a prox
.	 conorues. Possible; Atmosphere 5,14plorer (GSFC^R, A) Quality Costs 3 8;u TPC
,,
Attributed to: Inuegrak,ion or Qual` - /Inspection, Reliability, and f^
Conri?ur-: tion i^ap?rae,t:ent, a f fo, 	 planning	 o 'one overa_^ I
p_ rogr art acts v-ity.
Engineer i ng,	 Inspection tas'•	 perfarmed on	 "typical.^`inally,ualit;r 	a d	 s	 a
r^	 .a
'crypro-ran, were bro%ren out 	 -task, and referenced by specification. paragraph,
-	 -
f
;: .giving the Percentage of Quality P.rograva Costs for both sets of detailed
-tasks
	 t,he full	 7^, , a li t	 En;ineeri	 Program,	 Inspection r xand	 y	 n-;	 and	 oor U^
Costs as Percentages of Total Program Costs.	 +'or ease of reference,. th—L
--^ _
gable is reproduced herein as Figure 3.4,' Page 3-13. (The complete ` M for ry
this task:, w rich contains the data reproduced partially herein, is in.cludad
in the Appendix)
1-
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Re 'L Major Quality Tasks; Typical Quality W. 31S (internal) j3QPC "^TPC
1B206 Quality Management 1.55
13501 Vendor/Supplier Surreys 0.55
3300;5 O_-^ uality Documentation (Preparation & Updates) 4.00
13205 Quality ;Audits 0.35
13206 Quality Planning (?nspec'n & Test, Work-flows & Plans) 1.20
13300 Quality Liaison (Enc-rg ^ Engrg Support, Services) 2.L.0
13600 Quality Liaison (iirg, & Mfrg Support Services) 7.10
2'513703 Quality Li aison (Test Operations, & Test Suonort Svcs) 2.20
13706 Quality Data Retrieval,- P_eduction, ek Reporting 3.50
1B703 Ir_spectior? Services Liaison 3.20
18801 tnR3 a Corrective action !ollow-up. (average onl^T ) 1.50
1B905 Measurements 8. Stds Lab,- Liaison & Control -0.25
13202 Quality Training , & Certification 0.70'
1B805 Customer (MAS?,) Liaison 1.50
=ef Major Inspection Svcs Tasks:Typical QV-BS (internal) ^QPC I oTFPC
1P701 inspection Services 'Hana,em_ent 2.25
13202 inspectors Training & Certification 2'.50
1370Z? Quality Engineerino'Liaison 3.20
13506 Rece vino. Inspection 12.[0
1B600 in-Process Inspection 26.40 6.0
1B705 End-ltem/Eiral Inspection 5.15-
113704 Test Surveillance 12.50
13301 -,',ion Conformances Reporting 3.50
131101 Pre=Shipment &DD-250 inspection Activity 1.25
13905 Calibration Inspection (Measurements 	 Stds Lab Laiso)0'.50,
f
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TEssentially, the re-,.--* ew was favorable, applauding the idea of amalgamation
of both the Qualit* and Inspection documents into one volume, but criticizing
the deletion of some of the well-established quality functions such as
redaction of the number of inspections per program. At the request of the COR, 1{
a detailed response was prepared to the NLSA, /HQ continents, and at the mid-term
x^
review in dune, the entire commentary, NASA review, and LMSC; reply, were
-	 discussed with the HQ Director of '.01--liability and Qualms ry assurance, A consensus
of 'opinion was reached, to the effect that the `LMSC commentary would furnish ,'. n
a major point of de parture for the re-write of the Quality and Inspection
documents which NASA expects to undertake internally.
3.9 Critical Analysis -and- Commentary, MIL-S1D-810B,& MIL-STD- 883A : This y
analyis was the final specification analysis of the study, and perhaps the most
difficult to perform. Y
t.
3.9.1 Objective:	 The objective of this task was to hi ghlight the anomalies t
acid overlaps existing between the two documents: show that much of the contents ax
of 'MIL=STD-810B, Environmental Test. Methods are - not applicable to spacecraft;
and indicate that the MIL-STD -883A document prescribes to a large degree, the if
fi microelectronics	 t	 a,ci	 nn cessarye'st i_e _.hods	 ^h^.^ apply to 	 ^ 	 devices,	 h..rb^r m	 nom , u ec
further testing to comply with MIL-STD-810B,
3.9.2. Analysis & Commentary Approach:	 For both of the documents the anproa-h
taken was to review each of them by section and paragraph. Each paragraph was
synopsized in the	 ^.	 _	 ' '	 ^r34 written on the entire anal sis ( EM LCPP-16 issued Sent
30 1975), and to each paragraph synopis was appended a Comment statement. .4
)j
The comments briefly	 considered the pertinence of T he paragraph canner »etiiew,
7	 o	 ^'	 r z	 ceffectiveness, 	 ere	 ^ Appeared , su^oesued chang es ^,o imp_ o re .,os-c 	 wh re such. changes 
feasible, recommended deletion in instances where this appeared advisable,
and explored the overall costs associated with the two docuents as applicable :; `a
to two programs; ! JI'VM- 73 and AE. These two programs were selected since they
were among the earliest to -make wide use of microcircuitry, and microelectronic
devices,' and were progN-L-ns undert`a.-en durin or the 'period when the mi pro-devices
state-of-the-art was still maturing.
`programs3.9.3. Test Gast General Summary: 	 One of the' cost drivers to both the
=s
considered was Space Simulation Testing, as prescribed in MIL-STD-810B, A
general test cost-summary for these two programs was synthesized, from the cost
J
f ^ 3 -i4
Al
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1data available, and for convenience this summary is reproduced below:
1N
Total Test Costs oTPC	 Tt1. Env Test Costs 	 Ttl Space Sim Costs I
MVPI-73
	
18.07. TPC	 3.8% TPC	 1.7° TPC i
AE	 16.2% TPC	 4.0% TPC
	 1.9% TPC.
The inference was made from the costs above that had not space simulation k
testing been conducted, a sau-in;s to bath programs of 1.7 & 1,9%3 TF`C might have f	 .-:
'	 been realized. For programs of roughly 100 million dollars, P62 million saving
is an appreciable figure. At present considerable controversy surrounds the j
subject of space simulation testing, and opinon appears polarized, as to i
the efficacy of such testing. LMSC is of the opinion that if such testing is
-
is
-required at 'all, it should be on a limited scale, and at the component level
R
only. Testing of microelectronic devices is a matter of multiple replications, r'
and while a cursory examination of the costs attributable to MIL-STD-3831 _1;
required testing was made, the data are of considerable dubiety. EM MPP-3
(which see) inferred that su"°h test costs could amount to 7.50 of TPC, but e
thi s value is difficult to cons ider as a normative figure, as high mortality-
a	 r3
rate of microelectronics, and associated high costs, undoubteldly were distort-`
ed due to maturation of the state-of-the-art by which the devices are produced.
It was further inferred in E[t1-3 that 1.5 , -2.5J TPC might have been ss,.,red by
elimination of one or two steps of test replication. NASA found it necessary
,s
to establish line certifiction methods to improve the yield of the rrucro-
devices, and in the early days of production such certification =, gas necessary.
Currently, some of the certification testing is no longer needed, as major
improvements in the state-of-the art have been effected. The savings fig-are
would appear to be reasonable therefore, or even conservative.
3.9.4. Outcomes:	 The major outcome of the analysis was a series of specific
recommendations, which for reader- convenience, are listed below:
o Review and combine the two standards into one conjoint NASA
standard, to cover all aspects of environmental testing at all
hardware levels.
o Specify in the RFP 	 or-other contractual document. exactly the ty pe q
and level of testing the GoJerrn^ent req uires to be performed. Make
the contractors 	 test plans the binding documents	 for type, level,
replication, and schedule for a.11`testin.; uerformed.
-
a
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o Standardize device testing to the maximum extent possible,
	 f
^i
with respect to methods, replications, sample sizes, para-
meters, et al. The current test methods and standards tend to
	 {
'	 be too general.
o Hinimize rest replications to the maximum extent possible
'
	
L
	 ^	 l
and in all cases where a test at the next higher assembly leve l-
will suffice to demonstrate merit, use this technique to curtail
the ;test load._
	
t
o Minimize/standardize the amount of test; data reporting, and
	 4;
test documentation required at a3.l
	 g.	 epro ram lev ls.	 r'
o Assure that Quality assurance and Reliability requirements
specified are adequate for program assurance validation, rather
than the maximum possible, as is the current practice.
o Standardize the number of devices available for a program,
and do not design new ones merely for the sake of doing so.
	
4
-	 o Until_ such time as the present MIL-STDs controlling testing
are re-:eritten,, and re-_s'sued, ensure that these doczwzerts imp s
used to control the overall program test process are the latest
i ssues available, and that a list of Ues`us not: requi_ e
	 (Test
'lrce;^tien List) is a ppended to each purchase order; particularly•
at the basic device
	 Level.
j
.mss
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SECTION 4
FROGM4 EFFECTS RELATIONSHIPS (PER) SURVEY
x a
4.1. Task Objectives: At the close of the MSFC study, LMSC had completed l
and delivered to NASA a Per Handbook (preliminary). PERs are line graphs;
r
bar	data tables,	 families	 which identif'y,charts,	 and	 of curves	 and portray
)the key parameters of alternative practices, both management and technical;
within a general program, practice area. These parameters and their relationship
to program costs were exnected to serve as an estimation tool for senior 1
program planners, and decision making personnel, so that relative costs of a
.?historical practices could be contrasted with alternative low cost practices,
and estimates of potential sairings could be made. The objective of Study Task
Li was to -determine by means of a NASA /Tndustry survey, the potential acceptwnce
of such a too]_, the utility of a PER Handbook, and to obtain suggestions for
neivi PERs of value to the expected users.
J^.2.' Task Aonr,oa_ch: A two-step approach was used to affair_ these objectives:
-	 - t
(1) Prepare a comprehensive PER Questionnaire, for either nand
delivery, or mailing to participants in the PER. Survey,
r
(2) Personal Interviews with, and/or seminars for, the Survey
participants to obtain first hand information connerning the PERs.
Interviews planned and accomplished were as follows: ya
o Ten (10) NASA Field Center Project spacecraft managers
x
o Ten (10) ,NASA yield Center functional Division Managers.
o Three (3) A143A/HQ Program Managers (OSS, QA, 01,tSF) i
o Nine- (9) industry Programi^Functional Division Managers represent-
ing at least 5- companies.
Interviews were conducted at NASA facilities, and 'those of the responding
industrial companies, by personnel of the LC`PP Stud-,-r working'` as a two man team.
_L	 13 page multiple choice questionnai -re was designed which included Practices
Areas,, Cost Impacts, and Priority Ratings for all pro grammatic areas of inter-
est,• and a foreword' to the participants; guaranteed' them anonymity if they so
desired. Instructions were included in the foreword to assist in the completion ?
Of the document (LMSC-D387544'), with	 stress on the fact that resnond,ents >aer,^ ^{
h	 by addin	 comments in encouraged to give free expression to t ei r dews, 	 g n	 paces
provided, in addition to completinU the Multiple-choice block entries.
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY, INC.
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4.3.- Survey Results: Most of the survey interviews were conducted during the 1
mor_ths of November and December of 197L, with some few interviews in January
and February of 1975. As -as anticipated, there was an appreciable lag , in
the time from interview until the completed questionnaires were received, ?`
although many of the interviewees completed the questionnaires and returned i	 }
rthem during the course of the interviews. NASA and Industry participants were 1 ,
as listed bel.oroi: and the nw,.ber of completed questionnaires is included: ; I t'
r
NASA	 Industry ^I
Ames R. C .	 5	 :Hughes Aircraft C orp	 2* ?i
,
GSFC	 b	 JPL	 6
isc
	 9	 LMSC	 2
MSFC	 7	 Martin Corp ( Denver) 	 3
NASA/HQ	 2	 Philco WDL1 	3
Total	 29	 Systems Devel. Corp.
	
1;;
T°d Corp # IA
v Total	 20 z
Selected tearls of personnel prepar-3d two (2) questionnaires.
Only one questionnaire requested from this source.
4.4. Survey Final Outcomes: 	 LCPP-12ycompiled and delivered to NASA April
21, 1975,contains not only the statistical analysis of the results, but also
'	 a complete questionnaire upon which appear the scores per each question.
This EM (included in the Appendix in its entirety) when completed, led to a
number of conclusions and recommendations being; matte to NL4SA/HQ. 0.R
4.1.1. Conclusions:	 Due to the length of the conclusions section 'of the FBI
only highlights are presented herein: they are:
o Only 18% of the survey participants believedthat the historical data
in their company center was ade quate for the generation of meaning-
-	 - --
ful PERs (meaningful = accurately quantified).
o The PER Handbook idea is basically sound, but data preclude its
am-olificaticn at present. Opinion on it.,' use was polarized, ;with
F , t	 many;responds-nts avErrir
	 that the handbook would not be used.
4-2{
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• Risk considerations inherent in the use of Low Cost Practices,
and the lack of PER.s capable of quantifying these risks, was
of considerable concern to NASA person-gel. !I
• Industry personnel were strong in the opinion that their compan-
ies would do what is reaui.red of them by NASA, as stated in the
program RrP, and PERs are of secondary importance to that aim. N
• Handbook format was believed to be satisfactory as TUMSC had
f:
presented it.'
4.4.2. Recommendations: As an outcome of the statistical analysis of the surv-
ey results,- and the opinions expressed by the respondents, L14SC drew 8 major
_ :3
conclusions,' the first three of which were discussed with NASA/H Q
 at the mid-
term review in June 19 75, and had a direct bearing on the remainder of the study.
it
The conclusions appear below in synopsis form:
1. Discontinue development of PERs
2. Start	 immediately
 to develop
 a Work Breakdown Structure (W39) ,.: a=
capable of accurate auantificatioa`of Low Cost, Pro gram Practices h J,
in future space programs.
3. Evaluate Risk Impacts of potential Low Cost Practices, also to be;in
include Low Cost Practices in f xuure program RF Ps .
5. Continuing quantification of Low Cost Practices to be undertaken by r
NASA personnel. LL
6. Follow up the PER Survey with an Aerospace Executive Level Survey
on Low Cost Practices.
7. if item 6 is implemented, prepare an Orientation Brochure and
Surr
 ey Questionnaire, using results of this s ;udy and others as
inputs.
8. NASA should institute an Education/Promotion progr2.m
	 fiend
centers, to facilitate the use of Iow Cost Practices.;
^r
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SECTION 5
DATA ACQUISITION, ( STUDY TASK 1)
5.1 General:	 The Data Acquisition Task, Steady Task 1, -had as its objective
the collection of programmatic data From NASA/HQ, NASA Centers, DoD, Indl..stry,
and other sources, suitable for ex mination and excer ption to facilitate the
ces.	 ^z._. on to tnos., dat a which f orme^identi fication o f Low Cost prao t i	 In a.^ddat	 	 :'.
the Data Bank for the 14Sf-r, study, data 	 sought which had particular pert-
inence to the study of practices related to S &I, SSE, and cost collection b;;,
means of a 1 RS .
5.2. Data Types Available: Dug to the interest in` the P 71-2 Program (11 11SC,/USA F)
expressed by NASA, as complete a data °package as possible was collected from
.X
Program Office records of this program. As explainedearlier in this ,report
these data were instrumental in the pre paration of EM-7 which researc'r.ed the R
program history of the prograir performance,- and reported:
"
a
'j
o Program,
	
history (technical)
o Lists and descriptions of Pro,rarn Components
o, Cost- data for -program components
o Programmatic cost data to pe=rnit analysis of (a)
cosis,(b) rouv7ne
	
practices applied vs low cost practices.
5.2.1. 1`TVM- 73/JPL/Boeing :	 Contact was made earl y in the program with JPL 9
Pasadena Calif, and this organization  provided fairly complete data on the
performance of the subcontra„tor'Bocing Corp. Vffii`le data concerning; the API=
-9 W
cost breakdown for the progrsm were considered essential to the a-nalysis of
this Lo ur? Cost prod r-m, and its practices, 1 1431- was unable to obtain a cost a
breakdown which de,,^gibed the contract performance costs fox ,' the 'JPL in-house
effort. A data .file on this proc,rarr., as complete as N_,Vlk/H^'`possessed, was
obtained from the NASA,,/HO Program Manager.
5.2.2.  Other Data Sources:	 IJASr/HQ .furnished da.a. conc;erring the following
prograJTis :
o OSO-I
	
o Pioneer-Venus
o ATS-!	 o Atmos. E,xpl l er. . r
o Nimbus -G	 o HEM? O A/C
In addition to the above, vASA furnished	 assorted data concerning -- viral'NASA
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contracting practices, MkSA Pops, , PADs, and such other data as the COR-, thought
pertinent to the study.
r	 5.2.3. Data State : Despite the expenditure of considerable time and effort,
LNISC was. unable to obtain a complete set of data for any one program. Such
- _	 a data set would have consisted of the early ,^T SA program deoa.si ons,the Phase
A Program definition, early contractual_ surveys of possible contractors, the
RHP, the contractors' responses to it, the contract data concerning selection&
4
-	 award, early funding agreements, the contract document itself, subse q uent ch?n-
ses to the contract scone and intent, programmatic recordis of performance,
contract finalization, fee awards, and detailed cost breal -down by contract
.;	 period. Data. provided by TRSA were fraTmentary, and data of the type desired, 	 s
and solicited b;;: letter from the several, contractors involved in the NASA
programs listed, were either not available; or again, fragment ary . .During, the
rlata aCquistion phase effort was expended to obtain data whose subject was
pro .,_ •i	 of	 n ? -	 Activity, 	 SY	 N f	 r err	 efforts^'camma._c COStS _ S^rl 	 and f7	 used -o,.	 p.o, ems. Th,.ase`
pro%,!?d only partially s 1c-cessful..
'	 r 2.h.  Data. Problems:	 In analysing
 the dat a that were available, it became
	 ;
evident that specific data concerning GSE were al.^ost unavailable in usable
corm. K3S reporting tended to list GSE as a sin;le blocs ar,a _nst which costs'
for 'this  item were 'collected. No GSE lists of any v a lue were kept as a program
record, nor were valid cost data available by specific GSE item. 14F was seldom
identified as separate from GSE, no.:, with the exception of MM-73, was GSE
inheritance, program-to-program readily traceable. In an attempt to obtain more	 '.
-SE data, a. ^3SE a_uestionnaire was compiled. This aiaestionnaire, which dill, be
 t e r	 ^	
f this 	 ;.	 a 'mailed itre ated later ss.- 	 Sect:.or^ 7 0^	 ,,  ;rep^^^^^ was  	to nartic^.p^.n
t
^s,
and also hand delivered durinc, the course of the 1DaR Saxvey. The responses
	 ,l
to treat survey will. be discussed •in' Secto?^ ?; but ea, entiall^r, data received
#3
were insuff:;cient to alloo the GSE, "task to be ' continued as origin.- _l­ planed.	 =,yz•
Similar difficulties accomnanied the data acquistion tas li_ for the	 .cl`norticn
of the study, as disc-,.ssea in Section 6 of this report, such that the s^ope	 }
of this portion of the study acti-^-ity mould not be as e_etensi' ,- as was Planned,, 3q
5.2 •s Data ^FSae :n integral part of Strtta;j Task 1,	 ,,was the analysis peror-°
med on the P 71-•2 (SESP) data. at	 request, t'r_e follow*n7 activity was
completed lasin
	
the SESP data:
5-2
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U_	 roes,, Source Points of(b) k lis' i ng was made of Component Soux
Contact, and component spares.
( c) A listing of com-oonent desian drawings, together with drawing
ci.)L-ies was made, and where possible, the listin g was cross-
referenced with a listing of component costs.
(d) A detailed Cost Breakdown of the SESP pro , ^ram. costs was made
and included i n this listin- of costs were data concerning progr!axn..
schedules. All of these data were combi ned into E-1 1POPP-10 .) l May/75.
(e	 E-M-7 was prepared which gave a complete as possible prog-raza hist-
orY of P 71-2 (SESP), 'Lrom both the technical viewpoint, the com-
ponentnj	 listing used, and the overall desi gn disclosure.
(f) E14- 1 1	 was prepared. 1-Hay 1.5/75, which furnished a synthesizdd
a,nalysis 
of 
the cost savJin.-j- which might have been effe-,ted lby the
ion in the NASA Components Data Book-, which 'that company was -Linder NASA/FQ
contract to prepare and publish under "he title G.A.S.H.(Catalo g of Av@'J_1able
Sta.rideard Hardware
5.2-5-1. Uses of Other Data: The other pro—ani-ftatic data listed herein were used
to the extent possible to perform the remai nder of -the analyses undertaken in
sup-oort o'L Study Task 2. TL,1IL-STDs, Handbooks, Sfoecifications , NASA Handbooks,
irp. d.	 and these were furnished fTom, the LINITS IC data ban^C.
2.	 C-onclu-sions - AiD;-;xt -from the scarcity/ unavaila:bility of programmatic data
cleaaly from. the Data AcQL ,-isition task. Detailed oo.,3t data of Vhe tt,',roe essential
to nernit visibility in-to histor-L. cal . -ozro=-_jr Practices, rl o not exist t o any
marked. degree. The data available were not aacquired and analys '-d in -a manner
such that visib
i
lity into prog--ram practices was possible., as i)ztil the recent.
or data, have neitherItTASA emphasis on lo !^ , costs, aerospace compani" e s reporting
'ice to descend to minut e le-,rels
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aof cost data recording/re porting.
5.2.6.1 Outcomes Affectin g the Study:	 The lack of complete data, and the
state of the data available led to a re-direction of the LCPP study'. This
re-direction took the following Form:
1. The task of generating PERs was durtailed due to lack of ^?
siitable data,. .i
2. The SE&I analy'si s was completed, to the best de gree possible,
but was curtailed due to lack of suitable detailed data.
3. The GSE analysis was completed similarly, but the task was
also curtailed due to lack of suitable detailed date..
The speci 'i cations analysis task continued for additional. sped.
S. A	 ual_-;'e ' ye review was made of the impact o f low cost f
practices upon program risk, and a survey of the state-of-the s
art-techniques for quantitative detex7ninat ion
 
of program risk
was prepared. Outputs of this ;ask were :his LCPP-15 & LCPP-19
and the details of this task are discussed in Section 9 f ?l	 i
-: 6. The need was envi sioned for a comprehensive ?^BS, ,so constructed
s	
Q
a^ t	 serve a.so	  x^ ..
(a) A Standard V?3S for NASA unmanned s pace programs'
(b) permit acquisiti on of detailed progrc-iii cost s by
harr!ware and l abor function costs. *'
(c) Demonstrate the cost im pact of applying low costpractices,
' By direction_ of NiASA; word: was to be in on this task immediately,
and a description of this task forms Section 8 of this report.
_ N1	 a-1	 e,,;rib nzThe _ ^ener^., ed de 	 pro-re ss of this tas'n is T CPP- L'7 .
Items- listed above, and i dentified with an asterisk form tre re -d .rectecl
tasks of the study as proposed by LIASC ,=nd approved by NASA/HQ, June 1975. t4
0 C]B' 	 CF U114DTJ
r Zk	 A	 is POORTI; r
us
1
,
{
t
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SECTIOi? 6
SYSTEMS ETNGINEERING & IWEGRATION (SE&I) IMPACT ANALYSIS
6.1: 	Analysis Objectives:	 There were three (3) objectives associated with
this analysis
(1) Determine the Costs of SE & I activity
(2) Identify the functions and practices associated with, and
contributing to these costs.
(3) Identify and recommend alternative practices, which when
implemented, will reduced SE & I costs to future space programs.
"	 y
6.2. Analysis Approach:
	 The approach to the analysis was as follows:
o List and describe the typical <SE & I functions performed
o From historical programmatic data, supplemented by estimates
as necessary, determine the costs involved for each function,
summarizing the totals by SE&I function and program.
o Determine the percent of TPC for ea.ch
 SE:'.^I function, the
percent of each program, and the average for all programs consid-
ered.
o Propose alternate SE&I auroaches_ppractices believed to reduce
costs, or eliminate some cost items.
;P
:A
o Estimate the cost savings expected to result from implementation
of the recommended how Cost Practices.
6.2,,1 Analysis Assumptions: Modified practices suggested for application to the
` historical programs used as °a data base, could be applied with equal ease to
current similar programs, was the first assumption made. The second assumption
was that the practices suggested could be implemented on Shuttle era payloads,
using modular spacecraft, and refurbishable/re-usable standard components,` ZJ
and/or modules.
6.3. Analysis Problems: Only `very limited data at program top levels were avail-
able, and these were from theprograms_listed in FaZ- 6.1 Page 6.2. Another
difficulty was that the top level data available from the programs listed, con-
tained very few breakdowns by function and associated cost. Data for the paper -
work integration activity were almost non-existent, and the only integration
w '	 costs available concerned hardware integration rather than paperwork. Since
hardware integrations costs were not to form a past of this -analysis, separation
of the hardware and software costs proved impossible, and with the proscript-
ion against hardware costs also, the integration task was deleted from the
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY.. INC.
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Program Agency Contr.
WBS
Item
 Assigned
Gen'I.
Descr.
Avail.
Categ.
B rkdn.
Avail.
SE&I
Plan
Avail.
SE&I
0. A.
Avail.
SE&I
Funct.
Breakdwn
SE&I
Categ.
Breakdwn
ERTS GSFC GE
Nim bus - G GSFC GE - - - - - -
OSO-I GSFC Hughes N Y Y Y YY N N
HERO -A, B y C MS FC , TRW Y Y Y Y N N N
Pioneer-Venus ARC Hughes - I	 Y - - - -
Pioneer 10,
	
11 ARC TRW
ATS-F GSFC Fairch. I	 Y N N N Y N N.
AE  GSFC RCA I	 Y Y N N Y (Y) N
MUM-73 J PL Boei ng Y Y N N Y N N
SMS GSFC Philco - - - - Y N N
71-2 AF LMSC N N Y N Y Y
Y
71—	
-,!WT	 .,. 
-_._^.......	 .^^ ,...,s^:K..-....,.---k»z.^;. t....«.c.4..: s::..^.>_aros... 	 .-._..-.-•>cx^^..a.,.-J—.-.-.._....	 _.__...._..-^rw:.,..^-_•^..m.ra.rsr«:r..,o..r .. ..._..	 _	 . _.__•__.^..:.....s._ ,_•__	 ..mac.	 ^ 	 , 	 "
`•ter./
analysis; by necessity. The final major, problem with the analysis was
that for the data base used, there were marked inconsistencies in practices 	 t{
in the areas of Program Definition, R7HP and WBS preparation, and program record-	 F
I`
vkeeping.	 s
I
6.4 Analysis Outcomes: Early in the analysis it became apparent that the
term "Systems Engineering" is very broad in meaning, and what is actually ij
undertaken under this category by aerospace contractors varies very widely	 i
from one contractor to another. Similarly, costs acquired and reported under
that catgory are subject to considerable variation, program-to-program; even
though the programs are quite similar in nature. Fig'. 6 .2`appearing on Page	 ifi
A6 .4. illustrates such variation, and suggests that where high inheritance of
technology, and equipment from a;preceec_3ing program or programs, exists, it has a
material effect on systems engineering costs.
System Engineering even varies in formal definition by the Government specific- 	 ?r' A
ations'imposed to define it. There are similarities and overlaps present in y
the two major system engineering, documents , 14IL-STD-499 and MIL-STD-881
's
n programswhich are imposedo 	  but the re are also dissimilar i ties and differences.,
The inconsistencies examined , and .recorded in some detail in the 34 produced i
covering the subject, carry over into the production of the WBSs produced for
the programs examined during the course of t1_ analysis; e. g . at one extreme
is the HEAD program with a_highly detailed WBS inclusive of integration
activities, and at the other is the AE program which is far simpler as a VBS,
and included the three basic systems engineering functions only.
6.4.1 Cost Outcome: In an attempt to demonstrate the disparity,program-to-prog- 	 r.
ram of systemsengineering charges versus program costs, a gra phical set of	 x
relationships was produced, and for reader convenience, this appears on Page
6`5. as Fig 6. 3. This figure also sets forth the major conclusions arising
from this graphical exercise.
,
6.5. Conclusions: EM LCPP-8`(issu.ed April 21/75) had a number of minor conclus-
ions, and two major ones appended. The two major conclusions are reproduced be-
low, as follows: 	 z x
o It would appear that TTASA has been paying from 2.8 -
 11.4% Tic r
(for each of the programs reviewed) for something called Systems_
Engineering, sometimes called Systems Engineering & Integration. x
f	 6-3
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Spacecraft Cognizant System Tota i Avg. S. E. % Type-•`°
Program Agency
S/C Contract Engr. Program Year of
Program
:Cost. Cost Expend. T. P. C.*
0S0-'1 GSFC Hughes $2.772M -$34.281M 71172 8.1% F/0
ATS-F GSFC Fairchild 4.3 (E) 75..4 (E) 71172 5.7% FI0
SMS GSFC Phi ico 3.117 42.027 71172 7.49% New
AE G SFC RCA 0. 856 21.761 72173 3.9% F/0
N'iVM-73 JPL Boeing 1.075 38.597 71172 2.8% New: H 1
(Part #l2
On ly)
71-2 AF LMSC 1.378 12.02b 70171 11.410 New: H I
{ D Average
Spacecraft Contractor Program	 II..
`HI
	 =	 High Inheritence
(E)	 Esti mated"
f^
E,y
rig. G- 2 Costs of System. Engineering
C
b
..
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The definition of what that "something" is, is quite vague, and the associated ;1
cost accounting tracking for the task is even more vague and tortuous..
o NASA practices in structuring Complete WBSs,(which have but a single «	 -
place to charge each SE&I task) must be improved before accurate lY
Ji
-	 practice/cost evaluations can be made.
0.6 Recommendations:	 Arising from these two major conclusions LMSC made
`	 the following, recommendations:
i
o Discontinue the SE&I analysis, until more, and better historical
data become available.
o'Develop a NASA-wide definition of SE&I functions, so that overlaps, I; -
such as those encountered with other functions such as subsystem eng-
ineering, management, configuration management, and data management, t;
can be eliminated, and better clarity can be obtained.
o Develop a standardized WBS, to permit char ging SE&I charges in a
manner which ensures separation from charges relating to other
functions;; and also permits recording of cost variations arising
from variations of SE&I practices from program-to-program.
o Include these recommendations concerning the 19BS, and the N.ASA-wide
definition of SE&I, together with s pecific instructions that they be
used by future programs, in all future program RFPs.
As has ;been stated elsewhere in this report, the item highlighted by the ast-
erisk was recommended during the mid-term study review. The 1rBS recommendation
was authorized as a new study task by NASA/HQ.
F
l
µ
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SECTION 7
n
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT' (GSE) IMPACT ANALYSIS;
7.1. Analysis. Objectives: 	 This analysis, which formed. part_3 of Study Task 2,
had two major objectives. These were: is
(1) Definition of the approximate cost contribution of GSE to space-
craft programs.
(2) Identification of the cost 'impacting practices which lead to high-
er or lower GSEcosts on a given unmanned spacecraft program.
7.2. Analysis Approach:	 The analysis included in its scope all program-
peculiar GSE used at all locations (contractor and sub-contractor plants, It k,
NASA and/or contractor field sites, and launch base; up to and including
launch). Government furnished GSE was included in the analysis, but post-
s,
launch support equipment used at the launch site, tracking stations (data
links), and data reduction centers,were_excluded. x
The Overall category of GSE was then sub-divided into several categories
such as: f
o Test & Checkout-equipment
_
t	 o Transportation -& Handling equipment
o Servicing, equipment T
o-Launch Control/111onitoring equipment.
These catgories were further divided into equipment gro:aps by type.; i.e, y
Test & Checkout equipment includes, manufacturing test equipment, simulators,
test support equipment such as chambers	 C test fixtures, and'integrated space-
craft, and systems test equipment.
tditn the equipment categorized, the next step was to undertake three sub- Y-
tasks as follows:,
T	 Determination of 	 e 	 quantity, and usae (location	 transfers(	 )	 typ ,
	 9.	 Y^	 gb	 ^
A
& redundancies) of GSE used on historical and current spacecraft s
programs.
(2) Tabulate historical costs of GSE, by major categories, and
individual equipment items where possible.r
(3) Analyse the cost impact of specific GSE practices.
7
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Sub task 3 included consideration of the following GSE practices: {(
o Use of commercially available components
;.; o Specifications imposed by the customer and the contractors i
o Degree of standardization, within a program & among NASA centers f
o Usage of common equipment for launch vehicle &`payload
o Scheduling of use for the same GSE item (geographical transfer }
vs item redundancy)
Finally, the average cost reduction was estimated 	 for alternate low cost ?
practices as synthetically applied to current . unmanned space program hardware,
and modularized future spacecraft with re.furbishable/reusable components.
7.2.1. Analysis Data Sources:- Data were obtained from a number of programmatic >:
sources as illustrated'by Fig. 7.1 Page 7-3. As may be seen from the figure
the data were fragmentary, sparse,, and of a - 11Total program general lump sum Y,
type: Very little cost detail was available from these programs.
A GSE Questionnaire was prepared for distribution to NASA centers, and contract-
^,
ors, but this was oriented toward GSE practices, rather than -the collection of >
detailed costs, and although it did furnish cost insights for 6programs,
actual cost fine detail was once more conspicuous by its absence. The data
lack was further complicated by a lack of commonality in GSE categories, des-
criptions, and cost groupings, program-to-program.,
7.2.2. Questionnaire Outcomes: Responses to the 34 page multiple-choice type
questionnaire were received from one NASA center, and six (6) spacecraft prop-
ram contractors. Highlights of thse responses were as follows:
o On a nine spacecraft program basis, contractor` supplied 'GSE averaged
4.7% of TPC. Questionnaire results based on 6 programs revealed the x
same figure, although the detailed responses from '4 programs showed
contractor supplied GSE at 5.3% TPC.`
^ 4
1
o Based on the detail supplied by four (4) programs, the GSE/GFE'
breakdown is as follows:
o Contractor supplied GSE...,.. 84% >.
o Govt Furnished GSE (GFE).... 16%
The ;figures listed do not include existing GSE in ;possession of the o lontractor, t
only that bought new for support to the programs considered. ,
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'
Contr- LGSE Q	 I GSE	 Categ. Genl. 44'	 GSE Cost Data	 I
Px orarn	 Agency	 actor Sent - i
 Answ	 List	 Desc. Desc. I	 Plan O. A.
	 t Categories	 Funet.
ERTS	 GSFC,	 GL Y	 N	 N	 ! N ITT N	 N N N
Nimbus-G I	 GSFC	 GE Y	 1\T	 i	 Y N '	 N N N N	 j N
OSO'-1 (	 GSFC	 HAC Y	
•Y	
N i	 y
^—.-Y
N — y	 i y
y
HEAO-A, ' D, C l	 NISFC	 TRW y	 I	 Y'	 +	 Y
Y 1	 1'--
-Y ^'	 Y I	 Y Y
Pioneer-Ven. Ames	 HAC Y N j	 N N Y N L	 N (	 N N
Pioneer 10, 11 Ames TRW Y,	 Y N i	 INT N Y Y N
ATS-F	 ;	 GSFC rairchild N	 ;	 N (P) ' (P)	 I	 N N Y I	 N '	 Y
AT	 GSFC' RCA Y	 I	 Y Y N I	 Y i	 Y Y
?VIVM-73	 i	 JPL Boeing Y	 N 1	
y
I	 N	
`	 N
I
it	T T(P) i	 N N
SKIS	 GSFC'
71-2-	
--
	 AF
Phlco
LMSC
Y	 I	 Y
Y	 N
Y
Y
N	 Y
Y m
	
Y
N
i	 Y
Y
I 
'y
Y Y
Y_-:-3,_
--
I	
P-50	 .AF LIVISC Y ^^Y
_
I
4	
Y (	 y i	 Y V
;l
i
i
a
Figure 7.2 furnished on Page 7- 5 shows	 a Cost Extrapolation of the average r
;aGSE,	 thecosts of	 considering only 	 major categories of equipment. The values
shown are the break-out cost details tabulated under the outcomes paragraph. x
,I
7.2.2.1. Contractor GSE -Cost _3reak-Down:	 From the outcomes of the questionn-
4 '
Aire it was possible to gain'-some, insight into the manner in which overall
GSE costs are incurred by contractors. While these values are necessarily only
average- values for the relatively few programs examined, they represent the
best data available currently .on this subject.
f
Contractor GSE Cost Breakdown ;;
(Percent) t '^
% Range	 Ave. °lo
Planning and Requirements	 3-5	 4.4
Design Engineering and Development 	 10-40	 22.8
Sustaining Engineering	 0-5	 1.4
4 -	 Procurernent/Purchase/Lease	 10-50	 32.6
Manufacture of New GSE 	 10-30	 16.5
Modification of ExistingGSE	 3-5	 4.3' t
Qualification testing	 0 -5	 1.0
Acceptance testing	 0-5	 1.4
Installation and Checkout	 0-5	 2.2
Maintenance	 0-10	 3:2
Documentation	 5-20	 10.2
Total GSE	 100.0% n
Source:	 GSE,_questionnaire, 5 S/C programs.
7.2.2.2. Also from the questionnaire,'and confirmed by NASA supplied data, it
w,
was possible to make a cost comparison among the 'several items of GSE' supplied
by the contractors` involved in 8 spacecraft programs. This comparison is tabul-
_,.,;	 ated in Fig 7.3, furnished on Page 7 -6.
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	Contractor GSE	 GIE GSE	 f Total GSE Cost
MAJOR: CATEGORs'
	
%	 Extrap. M	 % Extra.p. M ,
 $	 Extrap. $M	 ^,
	HANDLING 3i TRANSPORT RQ. - i 1^-_ G 	 = - 0.33	 2.0	 0. 01
	 i 11`0	 0.34	 L
SERVICING EQ.	 !	 7.6	 0.20	 i 2.0	 0.01	 i 6.8	 0.21
-- TEST & CHECKOUT EQ.	 79.8	 2. 07	 96. 0 ^ 0.48
	 i 82.2	 2. 55	 ,'1
TOTAL	 ( 100.o%	 'qt?. 60M 1100.0% ,--$0.50M 100.0%
	
$3. 10M
rp
I;RCLNT-OF TOTAL	 5.3%
	
1. 0%
PROGRAM COST
•
rTT-
,, RE OF TOTAL GSE	 84%	 16% -	 100%
r
Rased on four spacecraft programs. Excludes all contractor and GFE GSE costs which are 	 {
sunk or capitalized by contractor. 	
fg
i
Fig. 7.2	 Averao•e GSE Costs Extrapolated b ^ Major Categoryi .
	 b	 p	 3	 J	  Y
	
1	 ;u
a
a^
f
afsriCNr,#3^ffiFt^'#iM	 gym- " _i.`a.._r'Cel^at i^kar	 ^Sht!»rr ^+^!ntMitc^?w ".
r
p
T
U
i	 U)r
m
ol
ti
D
M
i
MT'oi.al Av. GSE
Spacecraft Cognizant S/C GSE Program Year % of
Program "' Agency Contract Cost Cost Expend. T. P. C.
M of $ M of
OSO-1 GSFC Hughes
1
$1.05 (	 ) 34. X81 71/72	 ^ 3.1%
AT'S-F GSFC: Fairchild 10.1	 (4) 10.3 (4) 71/72	 I 7.7% (4)
SMS GSFC Philco 1.985 (5) 44.2 (5) 71/72 l	 4.5% (5)
AF GSFC RCA .729 21.761 I	 72/73 I	 3.,3%
MVM-73 JPL Boeing 2.067 (2) 38.597 ,	 71/72 5.4% (2)
(Part 2) i
71-2 AF LMSC 921 12.026 I	 70/71 i	 7.60
IPioneer F  AMES TRW 4.3 50.0 70/73 8.6%
HEAD MSFC TRW 2. 5 Est. 80. 0 Est. 74/77 (	 3.1%
44
f
f
i
^^ y
O3 (1} Excluding test equipment for experiments
D (2) Excluding some subsystem support equipment and system test equipment
` =	 Z (3) ' Spacecraft contractor program
(E) Estimated
(4) Excluding systems test complex
n (5)' Excluding tracking station equipment (810K)
Fig. 6 -	 Comparative Costs of Contractor Supplied GSE (as charted to the program)
I4
':h
a
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7.3. Zvlaior High,' and Low Cost Practices; 	 From an examination of the avail- L
able data it would appear that there is a major High Cost Practice associated
with the programmatic use of GSE. This practice may be generalized as:
The change in GSE requirements ; due to changes in the spacecraft,
and to a lesser degree, due to some changes which occur in prop- 1
ram planning and spacecraft experiment/payload changes.. {I #
In the area of Major Low . _ . Cost Practices, the following practice was observed.
Extensive GSE inheritance is applied to spacecraft programs by the
contractors concerned. For the programs examined, less than 50% of
the total GSE value is charged to the program by any given contractor.
A highly subjective breakdown of this Low Cost Practices is furnished below:
Contractor supplied GSE charged to program
	
44%
Contractor supplied GSE not charged to program
	
1G%
	 -
GFE GSE netiv or modified 	 911/0
GFE GSE suni^ cost 	 30%
<l
Surplus GSE at replacement_value	 1.70
r
Total ROAM GSE Cost 	 100%
(excl. post-launch GSE)
7.4. Conclusions: Three major conclusions were drawn from the GSE analysis task:
1. There is a definite trend toward low cost practices in the GSE
area, evidenced by the high inheritance of GSE, program to program.
2. Significant cost savings can be made in this programmatic area
if better information on what exists, where, and in what quantities,
is disseminated to NASA contractors and NASAfield centers.
NASA is approaching this data dissemination task by preparing a
GSE Equipment Visibility System (EVS). Further, as this listing
"	 is available, RFPs will require the use of the USE inventory,
and require trade-offs of cost in cases of deviations.
3. Maximum. use of GSE existing, is expected to reduce the programmatic
f	 costs approx. 50,'4
7-7'
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SECTION 8
I	 ,
NEVI-LOOK STANDARDIZED WBS
8.1. Task Objer-tives :__As initially planned, the objecti-,Fes of this task were	 l
to generate:	 4;^
(a) A candidate "Nevi-Look"' WBS.
(b) A Users" Handbook.`
The purpose of these documents was to afford better visibility into the work
performed on NASA. programs by contractors, and NASA itself, and, in thecase
of the Handbook, to provide NASA with the capability to implement the new WBS	 i
on future spacecraft programs.
Following the NASA/L14SC review of the preliminary concept of the scope of the
task, early investigation revealed that the objectives as stated above, would 	 x
4
be unattainable within the constraints of schedule and bud get available for this
brief study period.. LNISC therefore proposed tho following modified objectives Jill
.!
for the task, and obtained NASA concurrence to proceed with their implementat-
ion:
-(a) Analyse and document the merits and difficulties associated'
with the development, and implementation of a standardized
NB S.
(b) Establish a means of tracking/recording data suitable for the	 i
evaluation of the cost impacts of Low Cost Practices, with any
h	 type of WDS.
8.2. Analysis Backgr ound : Throughout the course of the Low Cost Program -
Practices study, one of the major aims has been the identification, and
^l
quantification of High Cost Practices, applied to both past, and on-going,
NASA spacecraft programs of the unmanned type. Many High Cost Practices have 	 :a
7r	 3been identified successfully, but many others are suspected to exist and
these have not proved quantifiable from historical programmatic records. LVISC
sampled cost, and other programmatic data from thirty-nine (39) NASA and DoD
programs, and in the process of analysis of these data, it became evident that 	 ;.
the data were inadequate to permit quantification of program practices. Further
verification of data inadequacy was revealed by a survey of more than seventy
8-1
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(70) functional managers and cost analysts within NASA, and the aerospace_
industry. Of those personnel surveyed, fifty-seven percent (7) were of
the opinion that data available were inadequate for quantifying impacts of
program practices, nineteen percent (191") believed that the data were adequate, i'
and the balance expressed no opinion, ;i..
Some NASA practices related to the implementation of program WBSs contributed
directly to the the lack of adequate cost records, and it became evident that } t	 5,c
a
traditional practices preclude the quantification of either High or Low Cost-
_
Driving Practises, in the several areas of:O
o Systems Engineering and Integration
o Flight Support Equipment
o Ground Support :Equipment.
The scarcity of historical data 	 its adequacy when available, and the fact than
A
NASA is in the process of conversion to more cost effective methods of_conduct-
ing near-term, and future space programs, gave rise to the conclusion that work
should begin immediately on the development of a NE6I-Look	 WRS. This programmat-
is work/cost analysis tool, together with its associated Implementation Direct-
ives for Low Cost Practices, will be of material benefit in the prosecution of
NASA policies of cosh effectiveness for all future programs.
8.2.1 Analysis Problems: Several problems were encountered as this analysis
developed. These problems are listed briefly below, as they were ins ;'rumental
in the decision to modii`f the scope of the WBS analysis task from that origin-'
ally planned.
(1) Unavailability of personnel. Due to the pressures of continuing the
analyses undertaken in the areas of specifications, SE&I,, GSE, and
the documenting of the PER Survey results, work was deliberately
delayed until the last quarter of the study. At that time; personnel
originally scheduled to perform the analysis were unavailable. .A
contributor-y factor in the delay of the task, was an injury accident
to the Study Program Manager, under whose superzrision the work was
to be performed.
(2) i7nderestimation of Task Scope: At the outset of the analysis, it was
believed that the LMSC version of the CSCSC technique, CASPER, a
computerized cosy acquisition and tracking program validated by the
8:-2
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}'	 USAF; would be acceptable for use with the_evolw^ng WBS. Work was
r	 4
commenced on the preparation of work packages for both program
^r
i
{s , u
functional tasks, and hardware dorm to the level of components. As
this task progressed, and the level of detail proliferated, as well
as the number of inter work package functional relationships it be-
came obvious that the overall process of computation, tracking, and
reporting of all program effort costs was combinatorial, in nature. }
CASPER provides excellent cost acquisition and summing capability
for work packages of the type traditionally used with WBS operations, 4
but these are additive in natux`e, and unfortunately, combinatorial
routines are not implicit in the program. The program_ has almost in-
finite capacity for handling discrete data, but when all possible
permutations of the many combinations of functional tasks, and the
hardware/software production-costs were considered, an unmanageable ^9
number, or more than 50,000 cost accountsresulted. The human effort
.	
involved in manually recording such a large numerical population,' and
accurately segregating one from another, is costly not only in time ! -'
expended, but also in terms of the hiah probability 
of 
error.
(3) _Funds were not available, nor would the study schedule permit re-
programming CASPER to handle combinatorial routines.
8.3 Summary of Outcome s: An initial concept, was developed on the basis that any
^16 .i-LOOK Standardized. WBS would, of. necessity, apply to not only work at aero-
space contractors; but also throughout all NASA centers involved in spacecraft
programs. This initial concept is shown diagrammatically in Fig.8.1 Page 8-4. •.v
Continunb work along, .the	 r' g	 pa	 lines shovm in the
	 i u_	 was infeasible for the rea-e
sons skated above, and thus the modified task objectives were substituted.
,q,
-"	 Outcomes of these are as follows: u
o L14SC did develop a Standardized VTBS concept for unmanned spacecraft 4
programs, w1iich, '',when fully developed; would be- adequate for NASA
reauirements.
o Also developed }were preliminary_ methods for recording Low Cost x,
Program Practices used in conjunction with detailed `program work- u
I
x
a.
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Y-packages, and to summarize work package quantified data. Both
of these work package oriented conce pts are essential for the
evaluation of, and the quantification of, the cost impacts of
Loci Cost Program Practices. The conce pts can be used, with, or
without a Standardized WBS,
8.4. Task/Analysis Conclusions: 	 Among a number of conclusions to be drawn
from the :pork performed on this Study Task, there are several of significance.
These are listed as follows:
o T125C under-estimated the task magnitude implicit in the devel-
opment, of a Standardized NBS, A complicating factor in the
-task was the attempt to incorporate requirements for tracking/
recording details ,irhich would permit quantification of Low
Cost Program Practices. s
t^5
o Both a verified. initial concept, and a firm `basis for the
development at some future date of a Standardized WBS were
outcomes of the task as conducted to-date.
o The concept established for standardization will pro-ride, adequate
flexibility, within the to k-package framework envisioned, to
_a
accommodate the small differences expected to exist among future
unmanned spacecraft programs.
o Traditional \NASA practice has been to spend several millions of
dollars per annum, in the tailoring of a new family of WBtis for ' n
each new program underta?cen., Implementation of a Standard TnBS' A
could save this aopreciabl.e sum of money for use elsewhere on a
unmanned spacecraft` programs.
o Implementation ofthe concepts defined is this study, not only
prole de improved program risibility into cost performance; but
also furnish additional records for better evaluation of program
practices Further, there will be no disturbance of existing
NASA cost collection, and reporting systems.
o Cost effective development of a: fully functional Standard .IBS will
require active participation of MSA. personnel on a day-to-day
	
j
basis. This will assist materially in the formulation, and co
ordination of infra-mural decisions, and definitions.
8»5
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rSECTION 9 #<
RISK IMPACT OF LOW COST PROGRAM PRACTICES
f
j
9.1 Analysis Ob jectives:	 This analysis has been undertaken as the fifth sub-
task of Study Task 2. As planned originally, the task had two objectives:
(1) To list the Low Cost Practices identified during the course f,
of the study, and against each practice listed formulate:-
#r
qualitative assessments of their impact upon programs.
These qualitative assessments were to made in terms of
, Ifigh, Medium, or Lots Risk to Program Performanee, Program Cost, ;x
'Program Schedule. Rationale for each judgement listed against each
practice was to be appended, and the change in Risk, Impact from
the usual routinely applied high cost practices to the recommended
Low Cost Practices was to be assessed as Risk Increase
	 Risk
Decrease, or No Change in Risk.
(2) To list type of Programmatic data required for the assessment of
risk on a;quantified basis, and to provide a preliminary plan" a
for the acquisition of such data.
9,1 .1. Task Objective Substitution: As the study progressed it became increas-
ingly apparent that programmatic data of the types re quired for assessment of
program risk guanti.tativel
	 simply did not exist. Acquistien could not be
undertaken therefore, nor could valid planning for this task objective.
A substitution of objective was made, with NASA concurrence. Objective 	 2
then became:
o State of the Art (SOTA) Sux ey, Quantification of Program Risk.
9.2. Analysis Approach:
	 As with all the analyses undertaken, the approach was
to prepare EPZs covering t:2 e -salient points of the analysis. Two ENIs' were
prepared; EDIs LCPP- 15 , and LCPP-19, issued to NASA in draft form October 8/75,
and November 20/77 respectively. `
 The former treated the qualitative aspects of
program risk; analysis
.
, and the latter furnished the details of the SOTA survey.
9.2.1. Qualitative' Assessment Approach: All of the Low Cost Practices identified
to date were listed by categoric groupings. The categories chosen were the sev-
eral areas of spacecraft program activity, each of which contained a number of
f	 Low Cost Practices.
	 9_1t
a
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The program activities categories are:
Activity Area/Category	 Qty of Low CostPractices
RFPs	 7 7
Design	 8
Documentation.	 7
Manufac tttring
	
2
i
Program Definition/Changes	 5
Program Management	 9
Quality Assurance	 5
Reliabilit	 Maintain'	 Safet	 0	 )y^	 y^	 y	 (reserved for, laser edit'ns t
Specifications	 5
'Testing	 2
Selecting examples at random:
RFPs ....... LCP 7173. Use RFP to encourage Lower--Cost Response
4
Design...:-. LCP `2-6 Higher Design Margins-Less Testing
{
Program Ma.nagement... LCP r6-2 New set of Low Co ,--'t C Rs 7,
Quality Assurance.... LCP Y77-5 Reduce quantity of Inspection-
t sPoints^s
Specifications....... LCP #9-5 Use of a Reduced "Standard" Spec.'-
List.
For reader convenience, and again selecting an example at random, a completed
copy of the standard Work/Data Sheet developed for use	 .n qualifying the
Low Cost Practices, is furnished on Page 9-3 as Fig.9.3_
9.2.2. State-of-the-Art STarvey, Quantification of Program Risk Approach:
As the title implies, the approach to this analysis segment consisted of a
survey of recent publications having direct bearing on the subject. Each
listed reference was scrutinized to determine- approach hypothesis, assessment
methodology, degree of mathematical rigor, and applicability to the assessment
'	 of spacraft program 'risk.` More than 40	 publications were scrutinized, and their
salient points were digested and included in the EM, together with graphs,
statistical formulae, and major conclusions e ;cerpted from the publ—
 cations.
0-2
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DATA SHEET - RISK IMPACT OF LOW-COST PRACTICE
	 Pagel of l
7-Z1. LCP No.:	 2. CATEGORY;
	
QUALITY ASSURANCE
1
k
3. LOW COST PRACTICE.	 Use of Contractor Quality Manual - Low -Cost Version f
3.1	 Request contractor to prepare and submit a "low-cost version of his Quality
Manual which features low-cost practices listed here and elsewhere and in-
eludes a basic program Quality Plan.
3.2	 .Validate the new Manual and permit use in subsequent contractor proposals in r'
lieu of submitting a new program-peculiar Quality Plan. 	 Require that program- a
peculiar changes or deviations be submitted as an addendum to the Low Cost
Quality Manual.
'
1
^• RESULT OF IMPLE?^SITATION •
4,1	 Eliminates need to submit anew Quality Plan with each proposal (large degree
of redundancy among various plans):
4.Z	 Use of a low-cost Quality Manual would be a strong forcing function toward re-
duction of program costs.
A
4.3
	
Use of validated contractor Quality Manuals would accelerate implementation of
low-cost practices.
5 , AREA AFFECTED & DEGREE Or,
 COST IleACT :' (Hight ^lodab ate, Low)
_ 	 _	 .-
Engineering
	 q	 Testing	 Relia'oili.ty
	
All Other	 I
Manufacturing	 rIaterielO
	 Qual.Assur. . l
DELTA RISK (Increase, No Change, Decrease) -
Performance	
- No Change
	
Schedule No Change
	
Cost	 No Change
- .r
7. RRTIONA,LE FOR RISK' ASSESSIENT a
7,1	 Many of the Quality -Assurance functions can be reduced without degrading
the product quality o r performance.	 Also, each of the elements of a new
lows-cost Quality Manual would be reviewed carefully by NASA before valida-
tion, lowering the probability that any unforeseen program risk would be
incorporated.	 Therefore, no change in program risk will result
Fig.9.1. Sample Data Sheet
i	 a^3
_l
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9. 2,2.1 SOTA Survey Outcomes/Conclusions:	 Several conclusions resulted from
the survey. While the full text descriptive of the survey is available in
EK LCPP-19, included in the Appendix; the conclusions are repeated herein, as
a convenience to the reader. The conclusions are:
1. Apparently, there is no e:dstirg methodology directly applicable -to
the prediction of	 quantified risk to program performance and schedule.
2. Three (3) sets of data are required -to make statistically valid assess -
vie lit s of program risk:
o Reasonably complete design definition of proposed new program
hardware
-o Accurate estimates of the cost of the several; and various, , elem- d
ents of the new pro gram. Detailed estimates are required. down thr-
ough the component level of the WBS structure.
a
o Historical prorammatic data from noth "Normal", and "Lola Cost"
programs.-As a minimum, these data should include:
4(a) Performance Requirements, fo g' vehicle, subsystem, and
component levels.
(b) Schedule Information,*prepared preferrably in PERT, or
VERT type networks.
(c) Cost Data/Estimates, at vehicle, subsystem, and component
levels of detail,
3. All of the foregoing data should be available on a "standardized basis, 'a
so that summations, means, and standard deviations, can be determined.
Such data would he used as risk bases for new programs, so that compar-
;n
isons with historical programro earl records: can be undertaken.
a,.
y
^j
°-	 rsy
I a
'J-
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SECTION 10
PROPOSED NASA POLICY (IMPLEMENTATION) DIRECTIVES
10.1	 The NASA/HQ Low Cost Systems Office expressed the intention to prepare,
and issue a set of policy directives, probably on an incremental basis, to
facilitate the implementation of Low Cost Practices for NASA spacecraft prog-
rams. In compliance with this direction to prepare prel
i
minary drafts of
such directives, LMSC undertook to examine selected Low Cost Practices, and
formulate them as potential NASA policies.
	 The defini tions, rationale,
subject matter, and outcomes of thi s task
.$ Study Task 3, were documented in
4DI LC'PP-18 issued 1\1ovember 5, 1075. Appended to this EM were fi-,;e (5)
attachments, A,B,C,D,&E coverin g respectively: 4
A
o Basic Policy for Implementation of Low Cost Practices.
o Basic Policy for Low Cost Application of Specifications
	 Standards
o Basic Policy for Lower Cost Dociurentation Requirements
o Basic-Policy for Duproved Contract Progra ya Definition, and Fewer
Contract Changes.
o Basic Policy for Lower-Cos-L.-Driving RFPs
7
As there were no ',technological innovations in these directives rough drafts
and as further, these drafts were intended to act only as basic guides to NASA
in formulatincr the final directives, neither the EM, nor the attachments to it
are furnished in either the Appendix, or this report. Copies of the 'E27 1 were fur-
nished to MASA/HQ LCSO as per COR direction.
J1111
7.
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